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Welcome to the first edition of Where
Are They Now?. Inside these pages, you’ll

find 16 stories about 18 of Emanuel County’s
brightest minds. Their determination, hard
work, and most importantly, their ambition
have landed them their dream jobs. Consider these stories “life updates” on the young
boys and girls we as a community knew all
along would turn into the productive men
and women of society they are today.
You’ll notice some of these hometown
folks have moved off to other cities. Others
have stayed in the state, and a few chose
to stay here at home. Their life stories of
success should be a reminder that if you can
dream it, you can achieve it (with a little hard
work, of course!) and that no matter where
life takes you in this big ol’ world, you can
make a difference.
Without further adieu, happy reading!
Inaugural Edition • January 2020
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Armani Moore: BALLIN’
ALL OVER THE WORLD
by HALEI LAMB

Photo courtesy of
Tennessee Athletics/UTsports.com

If there’s someone who epitomizes the phrase “living your best life,”
it’s Armani Moore. He is among the slew of gifted athletes who hail from
Emanuel County, but he’s one of the few from here who has actually made a
career out of sport. He’s a man of few words about his success and where life
has taken him since he left his humble hometown, but his accomplishments
and some of his biggest supporters help vocalize the unspoken.
Leroy Jordan, long-time girls’ basketball coach at Swainsboro High
School and a pillar of the local community, recalls a committed and talented young Armani. The current men’s basketball coach at East Georgia State
College says Armani’s basketball IQ was commendable even as a child, and
his competitive nature helped chisel out his athleticism. As Armani matured,
his level of play continued to improve. He impressed in the Black and Gold as
a Swainsboro Tiger from middle school all the way until his junior year of high
school. By the time his senior year approached, Armani knew in order to make
the most of his work, he needed to be elsewhere, so he transferred to Mount
Paran Christian School in Kennesaw.
“Armani, he was always a hard-working kid. He had a basketball
mindset from the time he was little. When he got to middle school, I think
that’s when people really started to notice how talented he was, and yet the
best was still to come for him,” Coach Jordan said. “As he grew older, he went to
a lot of camps to get exposure. His father lived in Atlanta and was a basketball
player himself. He did a lot with Armani coming up. On top of that, he had a lot
of competitiveness within the group of guys he grew up playing with. That only
made him a better basketball player. When he got the opportunity to move and
get more exposure at Mount Paran, he took it, and it has paid off for him.”
At Mount Paran, Armani’s basketball coach was Scott Varner. He says Armani was more than a student-athlete there; he was also a mentor to
younger kids and always engaged with them. “Sure, he was the big man on campus with his athletic skills, but he didn’t walk with an ‘I’m-better-thanyou’ attitude. He walked with an attitude of ‘I’m so blessed to be here and I want to be involved and make a difference in these kids’ lives,’” said Coach
Varner. “He has a heart of gold, and he’s someone we at Mount Paran Christian are proud to call an almnus.”
Of course, it certainly helps that Armani, son of Claudette Moore and Elvin Clark, led the school to a 24–6 record and the second round of
the Class A state playoffs., averaging 22 points, 9.3 rebounds, 3.9 blocks, and 2.6 steals per game. He shot close to 40 percent from the 3-point range
during his final prep season, and the Georgia Sports Writers Association selected him as a first-team all-state honoree. When he chose Tennessee over
Mississippi and the College of Charleston, he made Mount Paran history as the first student-athlete to receive a Division I basketball scholarship.
“The year before Armani came to school, I had the opportunity to coach his cousin, Josh Johnson, who had transferred to Mountain Paran for
his senior year from Whitefield Academy due to his dad taking over a church in our area,” Coach Varner said. Josh had a great experience that year and
was close to Armani, so they talked quite often. Armani visited the school and fell in love with it. “I actually look back and laugh because the first time
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I met Armani was in the gym over summer. I thought, ‘Who is this guy!?’ I
had never seen him before, and I honestly thought he was a college kid or
young adult coming in to work out in our gym,” said Coach Varner.
The logistics came together and fast-forward a few months, Armani found his place quickly. He became very active in the athletic realm.
Not only was he a formidable part of the basketball team, he also played
football the semester before in the fall. After Armani had suited up for
the Eagles for the last time and had to make a decision about the next
phase of his life, Coach Varner worked with him on his recruitment from
multiple universities and stood by him, offering counsel as needed, as he
eventually chose Tennessee.
In 2012, Armani arrived on Rocky Top as a quiet, unassuming
freshman. The young man who modeled his game after Kobe Bryant’s
passion for the game went to Volunteer country as a lightly recruited
guard from a tiny private school, but he departed as a versatile forward, a
“stat stuffer.” He could score anywhere on the floor and, for his size, was
an excellent rebounder and defender.
“Armani got better and better every year, and he became a fan
favorite because they loved his toughness and blue-collar work ethic,”
Tom Satkowiak, Associate Athletic Director of Communications for the
University of Tennessee, said when asked for comment about the star’s
time as a Volunteer. “He played much taller than his listed height of 6-4.
In fact, he ranks among the top 10 on Tennessee’s all-time list for blocked
shots. He was one of the program’s most effective helpside shot-blockers in the last 20 years. His development over the course of his four-year
career was really impressive, and he set himself up for a very successful
pro career.”
Galen Campbell was a year older than Armani and watched his
transformation take place. He says Armani was mature beyond his years
from the start, and his confidence and leadership skills evolved as time
progressed. Armani became the “heart and soul” of the team during his
final year, according to Galen, who watched as that season unfolded. In
2016, he was twice named SEC Player of the Week, and his hard-nosed,
physical style of play helped him make great athletic strides.
Academically, Armani went into UT with a plan. He graduated
in 2016 with a degree in sports management, hoping to set himself up for
success as a team manager after retiring. As with most people, however,
life had other plans.
Though he went unselected in the 2016 NBA Draft, he did
participate in the NBA Summer League with the Indiana Pacers. The team
didn’t sign him, but that wasn’t the end of his basketball career. After the
summer league finished, he started playing internationally, and he’s been
balling all over Europe ever since.

leisure. He has visited some of the world’s finest cities and beaches. He
moved to Poland for his rookie season. He’s also been to Prague, Czech
Republic; Palma De Mallorca, Spain; Berlin and, of course, Oldenburg and
Bremerhaven, Germany; Amsterdam, Netherlands; and Auckland, New
Zealand. Because of his career, he doesn’t get to see his family and friends
at home for 10 months out of the year—but he’s not entirely lonesome. In
2018, he met Anna Meyer and her daughter while in Oldenburg, and the
three of them have formed a special connection through spending time
together and traveling. He and Anna recently got engaged in December.
Armani’s plan for the short-term is to stay healthy, continue
playing the game he loves for as long as possible, and maintain a positive image. “No matter where you’re at or what you’re doing, someone
is always looking at you. Somebody is always ready to write their own
version of you. Most important to me right now is to make sure they have
something good to write,” he said.
He especially wants to be a good influence for the younger
generation back home. Just days after inking his latest deal with Arka, he
captioned an Instagram photo of himself as a child, saying, “Growing up
in Emanuel County, I would have never imagined it would be possible to
become something. There was no such thing as ‘adjusting to adversity’
because every day I woke up, I felt as if I was living within adversity. Many
times, I felt as if a simple basketball was my friend, my girlfriend, my
mentor, my education. In short, I felt like a basketball was my everything!
I’ve been different my whole life, and I am forever grateful to be where
I am today. I’ve had good days, but I’ve also had bad ones. But listen to
this! One thing I’ve learned is that for all of those days where I woke up
and felt like the world was against me, I was able to prepare myself for
what the real world was able to throw at me.”
Long-term, Armani wants to move back home, start a family,
and make a bigger difference than what he is now. He has plans to launch
a clothing line, and the 25-year-old is in the process of starting a foundation to provide 20 kids with school supplies.
In closing, he wants everyone here in Emanuel County to know
they, too, can live their best life—but he also wants everyone to understand that he hasn’t forgotten his roots. “Anybody who wants to leave,
you have to have a vision and you have to have drive. If you have those
two things, nobody can stop you!” he said. “Playing ball was always my
plan. I worked really hard to get where I am, and I’m fortunate it worked
out. Swainsboro will always be me. Who I am is where I come from, and I
will never forget that!”

Armani got his foot in the door of the Polish Basketball League
(PLK) when he signed with Stelmet Zielona Gora in August 2016. He and
the team went on to win the league title as well as the 2017 Polish Cup.
Armani returned to Stelmet for a second season, then signed
with EWE Baskets Oldenburg of the German Basketball Bundesliga (BBL)
in January 2018. Later that year in June, he moved to the New Zealand
Breakers, who play in the National Basketball League (NBL). Armani
played with that team through the beginning of 2019; he returned to the
BBL after signing with Eisbaren Bremerhaven for the remainder of the
2018-2019 season on March 25, 2019. When Bremerhaven was relegated
to another division, Armani took a short break from playing to focus on
his business investments. He picked back up just a few months ago, returning to the PLK on October 14, 2019 when he signed with Arka Gydnia
and was traded back to Stelmet two months later.
Looking back on where he came from, where he’s at now, and
the things he’s gotten to experience, Armani is in awe. “My college experience was the best time of my life. I met many people who I now consider
friends for life. It was a great blessing to receive a free education and say
that I gave my all for Tennessee. I’ve grown as a person as well as a player.
Playing basketball has really opened my eyes to the different cultures
around the world. I’m grateful for being able to live this life.”
In the last four years, Armani has seen a lot of places, thanks
to international basketball. Even when he isn’t playing, he’s traveling for
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Berry Henry Aldridge

How going ‘bananas’ about baseball landed
by HALEI LAMB
him a full-time dream job

Lots of little boys across America play one season of little league
and hope to make America’s favorite pastime their career. For a small
percentage of those little boys, it happens. After years of playing baseball, they get drafted, work their way up through the minors, and finally
make it to the bigs. That dream for most little boys, however, doesn’t
pan out for a variety of reasons. Maybe their love for the game dissipates.
Maybe they prioritize their
finances and go to work, or
maybe they get called up
and decide it’s too difficult. Whatever the reason,
making a go at baseball
full-time is a monumental
task, even for top talent.
Berry Aldridge isn’t afraid of
hard work, though, and he’s
taken a creative route to
getting paid to be involved
with baseball.
Berry, the 25-yearold son of Hank and Sandy
Aldridge, grew up near Kite,
surrounded by his grandparents, aunts, uncles,
and cousins on a piece
of land that his “Mema,”
Betty Hudson, proudly
calls “Henry Hill.” He spent
innumerable hours on the
baseball diamond, starting
with shadowing his dad as
he coached the Swainsboro
High School Tigers to many
winning seasons. Berry’s
love for the game took root
at an early age, and his
abilities blossomed as he
grew older, thanks to his
unmatched work ethic and
determination. Over the
years, he honed his craft by
playing for the local Dixie
Youth league and suiting
up for the Black and Gold
as a middle schooler. When
he started high school, he transferred to Toombs County and collected
a handful of accolades from the Georgia Dugout Club, including being
named to its all-state team twice, once as a sophomore and again as a
senior. Along the way, he impressed the scouts from Armstrong State
University enough to earn himself a Pirates jersey. He committed and
signed his National Letter of Intent in the fall of 2011. He finished high
school in 2012 and arrived in Savannah that fall to contribute as a catcher
and infielder. He graduated in December 2015 with a bachelor’s degree
in English literature and started the master’s program that spring to be
eligible for his senior season.
“I loved Savannah. I didn’t know how I would react to a bigger
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city, but I did love it. I’m very thankful for Armstrong, the athletic department, and the administration for making it a really cool experience,”
Berry said. “While I was in college, I took a 50/50 approach. I played baseball like my dad did, and I studied English lit because it’s what my mom
taught. I intended to use my degree to become an educator like my mom
and a coach like my dad or to go into journalism, but life had other plans
for me. Overall, I’m glad I went
to Armstrong. It was for sure
the right fit for me.”
While he was at ASU,
Berry made the president’s list
a few times, made the all-tournament team for the Peach
Belt Conference in 2014, and
served as sports editor of the
school’s paper. He also worked
on several committees, including one that lobbied to raise
Armstrong’s athletic fees to a
more average number, which,
in turn, allowed the institution
to better its facilities.
When spring 2016
rolled around and after Berry
had played his last game, he
dropped the master’s program.
Some education enthusiasts
might scoff at that decision,
but it has turned out to be a
sound one. He had a couple
job opportunities from schools
across the state to teach and
coach like he had originally
planned, but he had his sight
set on a more innovative way
to make money and still be
around baseball. Enter the
Savannah Bananas.
The Bananas, owned
by Jesse and Emily Cole, came
to town shortly after the Savannah Sand Gnats relocated
to South Carolina to become
the Columbia Fireflies. The new
organization’s success story is impressive in its own right. Berry’s involvement in that story dates back to his internship, which he started in May
2016. His intuition told him the brand-new team might need some help
and he knew he wasn’t quite ready to give up the game he loved, so he
dug in, swung for the fences, and hit a home run. He was hired full-time
in that August, and he’s been with the Bananas ever since. In September
2019, he was promoted to vice president of the organization. To put it
simply, he’s living the dream.
Berry and other members of the leadership team have worked
extremely hard to re-define baseball in Savannah. Their efforts have not
gone unaccomplished, either. The Bananas were named Organization

Berry with Ticket Experience Coordinator Matthew Powell
Berry and Erick Foxx, assistant coach of the Bananas and Thomas
University in Thomasville, GA

of the Year in both 2016 and 2017. Also, the Bananas are riding an 88-game sell-out streak, and attendance records have been broken year after year.
The organization’s summer attendance ranks second in the nation. What most of the fans who visit Historic Grayson Stadium probably don’t realize,
though, is the Bananas aren’t part of the minor league system like their predecessor, the Sand Gnats, whose purpose was to train up the next potential
players for Major League Baseball. Savannah’s favorite baseball team instead is part of the Coastal Plain League, which has existed for the past 20 years
to give the nation’s top collegiate baseballers an opportunity to get reps, gain exposure, and play competitively during the summer.
This unique league structure allows the Bananas to streamline decision-making, eliminate red tape, and run the team in a way that is very
different than what’s expected at other baseball games. Berry has enjoyed getting to have a direct relationship with the owners and leaders and welcomes the varying tasks and responsibilities that others might not get at a more corporate team.
“I’m currently learning how to run the day-to-day operations of the team while also working with our coaches and the league itself. My primary role is to make sure every need is met for our premium seating fans, like full-season members, stadium club members, or businesses and groups
who like to have party decks or nights at the park,” Berry explained, “but my work doesn’t stop when our season ends. It takes an immense amount
of logistical work to pull off 27 to 30 games for 3,000 people per summer. We work through the off-season, too. We have to do that in order to be
successful. Right now, I’m organizing waiting lists, helping with marketing plans, taking part in idea palooza discussions, going to ticket meetings in
the community, and even helping how I can with video shoots. It’s a chaotic job. It never ends, but that’s what I love about it. We get to put fans first,
entertain them, and put a really good team on the field. I think we give Savannah something to be proud of.”
He’s also grateful the opportunity the Coles gave him. Working under them, as well as president Jared Orton, has taught him how to consume
business knowledge and how to be a quality leader. Working in such a close-knit office with people he genuinely likes, respects, and cares about isn’t
something he takes for granted, either.
Relocating to Savannah for school and living there for work are two decisions he’ll never regret, although he does admit the initial move came
with a scary change of pace as a newbie. That’s fair enough, given his small-town raising. Now that he’s been there seven years, he sees the coastal city
as a “big small town.” Its upbeat vibe, plethora of great eateries, friendly townspeople, choice of activities, accessibility, and diversity have grown on
him. Still, nothing beats coming home, which he gets to do upwards of 30 times annually, a great benefit he has because he stuck closer to home than
other Emanuel Countians who have moved away in adulthood.
“Every time I pass Metter on my drive home, I just get this sense of familiarity I don’t get anywhere else. Savannah might be home now, but
you can’t replace where you grew up. The community pride back home is second to none,” Berry commented. “I read in a magazine that Swainsboro is a
great place to raise a family, and I have to agree. The close-knit nature of small towns gets a lot of things done. There’s always someone willing to help
you out. You get a sense of home you can’t necessarily get in large communities. I’m so glad I got to grow up there.”
The younger brother of Jessica Parks and Rachael Vickers says metropolitan living has given him a new appreciation for small-town America.
He doesn’t buy the whole “small-town America wants to be left alone” misconception. Nonetheless, his best words of wisdom for anyone looking to
make that switch is to take comfort in the fact that there are good people everywhere. “Whether you live somewhere that has 5,000 people, 100,000
people, or 10 million people, create your community,” he suggests. “Connect with people who are different than you on the surface. Venture out, do
your own thing. Learn about yourself. I don’t think there’s a thing in the world wrong with that.”
As for his community, Berry says he’s appreciative of the village that raised him. Among those he’d like to mention are his family, teachers,
Hawhammock Church family, the Sherrod Family, the Carmichael Family, the Womack family, the Anderson Family, and the Rowland Family. He
doesn’t have any specific plans for the future—other than to keep making the hometown proud and to stay “bananas” about baseball.
Inaugural Edition • January 2020
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Nominate someone
for next year’s

Where are they now?
If you know someone from Emanuel
County who has accomplished much and
has a cool story, fill out the info below and
return it to The Blade in person or by mail.
(Our physical and mailing addresses are on
page 3.) We’ll do the rest!
Name
___________________________________
Age ___________
Current place of residence
___________________________________
In your opinion, why should we include
him/her in our next edition?
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
How should we contact this person?
___________________________________
___________________________________
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Bobby
Following in his

by HALEI LAMB

As old as he is, he still misses his dad.
Coach Bobby Andrews was a great man,
a Swainsboro High School legend, and, above all
else, a father beyond comparison. His legacy is
certainly worth celebrating, but this particular
success story isn’t about him. It’s about his son,
Bobby Jr., who is now trying to not fill his late
father’s shoes but rather follow the footsteps he
left behind.
One of the earliest memories Bobby has
of his dad is perhaps his favorite. It’s also a memory that all of Tiger Nation will cling to forever—but
Bobby’s version is much more personal.
“The 2000 state football championship
game… The week before, we played Washington
County in the dome. I got to go in the locker room
with the guys, go into the press box. That was all
possible for me because my dad was a coach. I remember watching him mix and mingle. He was so
in his element. I can still see him in my head when
we won that last playoff game. He was so happy,
and we hadn’t even won the ‘ship yet. I remember
getting to run out with the guys before the state
title game started. I got to be the water boy. When
we won the championship, I’ll never forget how
excited my dad was. He was special to a lot of
people, but he was my dad. Everything he was as a
coach, a teacher, a family man, a Christian—that’s
who I’m trying to be.”
Bobby was 4-years-old back then. He
would spend another 16 years with his dad before
a heart attack took Coach Andrews’ life. Getting
to spend those formative years with his dad was
life-changing. While most kids only get to share
home life with their parents, Bobby, on the other
hand, got to experience school, athletics, and
some of his father’s career. It seems only natural
that he’s emulating his late father now.
After Bobby graduated from SHS in 2014,
he went to Albany State University on a baseball
scholarship. While he was there, he studied health
and physical education, just like his dad.
“Sports is in my blood. I played football
and baseball in high school, and I went to too
many basketball practices and games with my dad
to count. Sports is all I’ve ever known, so when
I got a chance to play for ASU’s baseball team, I
took it. That school was definitely the right choice
for me. Being an ASU Golden Ram helped me realize my potential.”
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Zenobia Andrews’ middle child started
his years in Albany with a bang. The baseball team
won the SIAC championship when he was a freshman, and when he saw the brothers of Omega Psi
Phi’s commitment to service around campus, he
immediately knew he wanted to be a part of that
great group of leaders as well. Sure enough, he

Andrews
father’s footsteps

joined the fraternity and eventually became president and keeper of finances.
He graduated in the spring of 2019 and has since went on to become a health and
PE teacher, like his dad, at Americus-Sumter Ninth Grade Academy. He’s also coaching two
sports, just like his father did.
“I did my student teaching at an area middle school, so when this job came open,
I thought ninth grade couldn’t be too different. So far, I’m really enjoying it. Ninth grade is a
critical time in a teenager’s life because transitioning into high school can be hard, and I feel
like I get to make a difference,” Bobby explained. “I’m still trying to find myself in the profession. This is only my first full year, but I know this much already: Teaching means a lot to me.
It’s what my dad did, but I also feel like I have an impact on the next generation. I get to be the
motivator for a lot of the students. If I see they’re struggling, I can pat them on the back or
give them a compliment to turn their day around. I get to be the black male that other black
males can look up to, so that’s pretty awesome, too.”
On the athletic front, Bobby is the assistant coach for the football and baseball
teams. He works with the varsity linebackers in the fall. In the spring, he trains the infielders.
Between his time in the classroom and his coaching responsibilities, he usually puts in about
12 hours per workday, six days a week. It’s a grind he loves, and he’s starting to see the fruit
of his labor. Bobby and his Panthers went 6-6 on the year and made it to the playoffs as the
No. 4 seed, and when he looks in the mirror every morning as he readies for another day at
the schoolhouse, he’s reminded of how he should carry himself because of the resemblance
between the face staring back at him and the man he walked alongside for so many years.

Ω
Ψ
Φ

“My dad was raw and uncut. It didn’t matter if he was your teacher, your coach, or
both. My dad was always honest and unfiltered with his students and athletes. He was really challenging as well. I think that’s why he was so good
at what he did. I know he rubbed off on me because I’m the same way. I’ve found myself giving the same quotes to my
players that he spoke to the hundreds of players he coached at Swainsboro. From the classroom to the field to the court,
he was all about building up successful men and women. I’m just trying to do the same.”
Anyone who has lost a parent will most likely attest to the trying nature of such a tragedy. Bobby Jr. certainly
has no issue admitting it. Losing his dad was “very tough,” but the love he and his surviving family members received from
friends and the community is what enabled them to persevere. Bobby says his fraternity brothers really came through in
their own way. Now, three years later, the pain hasn’t necessarily gone away—but he has learned a new normal.
As a freshman and a sophomore in college, Bobby’s first stop when he came home from Albany was his dad’s office at Swainsboro High School. He doesn’t get to come home nearly as often now that he’s working full-time, but he does
make it a priority to come home and spend the holidays with his mother, older brother Oscar, younger sibling Madison,
the rest of his family, and his childhood friends, many of whom he still talks to daily, thanks to group chats. His first stop,
however, is still to see his dad.
“I love Albany, don’t get me wrong. I’ve got a lot of fraternity brothers nearby, and I’m involved with both our
undergrad and graduate chapters in the area. I’ve become pretty close with my colleagues. I also have a lot of extended
family that live just a short drive away. I’m settled in here, but there is something special about Swainsboro and Emanuel
County. I think you have to leave to really appreciate it. It’s almost hard to put into words.”
What Bobby can verbalize about his homeplace is the camaraderie here. Leaving was hard because he wasn’t
met with the same familiar faces he was accustomed to seeing every day. Eventually, he wants to move back home because he wants to be one of those familiar faces for students and athletes. Also, he misses Tiger Town.
“Coach [Scott] Roberts said it best when he came to Swainsboro in 2008. There’s nothing like being a Swainsboro Tiger on a Friday night! Swainsboro really is one of the most special places for high school football. The whole town
shuts down and everybody’s on South Main Street to cheer on the home team,” Bobby said with a chuckle.
On a more serious note, he wants to return and become a positive influence for the community he grew up in,
just like his dad was. His plan is to return to school to obtain his master’s degree, then hopefully become an administrator.
“To my community back home, I want you to know how appreciative I am for everything you’ve done for me and
my family. From welcoming us to the community when we first moved here to being by our sides when we lost my father,
Swainsboro is a wonderful place with great people. Swainsboro is always on my mind and will always be in my heart. I love
everybody, and I’m praying for y’all.”
Bobby would especially like to acknowledge the neighbors, coaches, Dixie Youth baseball family, and family
friends who, in addition to his parents, helped mold him into the man he is today. “Thank you for pushing me and getting
me to where I am now. My journey’s not over. It’s just begun. I’m grateful for every single opportunity I’ve had. I’m humble. I know I’ve got a long way to go. I’m living life one day at a time, and I’m going to try and positively impact
as many people as I can along the way, just like my dad.”
Inaugural Edition • January 2020
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Brittany Sherrod

Just wingin’ it
by HALEI LAMB

At just 24-years-old, Brittany Sherrod has more sky miles than
most. The former pageant queen has been to six different countries in less
than a year, most recently visiting Madrid and France. Despite an unpredictable schedule, she’s loving every minute of being a flight attendant—and she
doesn’t plan to keep her feet on the ground any time soon.
Brittany grew up in the northeastern part of Emanuel County near
Midville. She went to school in nearby Twin City, graduating from Emanuel
County Institute in 2013. Her rural upbringing made her want to become
an advocate for agriculturalists and their industry, so she applied and was
accepted to Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College. There, she studied agricultural business and economics.
“ABAC has a very application-based curriculum. It does a great job
of equipping students and graduates with the technical skills and procedural
knowledge to do well in many sectors of the ag industry,” said the daughter
of Jim and Bobbie Sherrod.
While she studied in Tifton, Brittany was a member of the Ag
Business Club, the Agri-Life Council, and the Agronomy Club. She graduated
cum laude in 2017, equipped with all the knowledge and skills she would
need to make a difference in the way she had imagined for so long. Fate,
however, had a different professional destination in mind for her.
Brittany was crowned Miss Emanuel County in August 2016. Between that time and graduating college, she prepared for the Miss Georgia
Competition. After she gave up her local title, Brittany moved to Washington, D.C. to intern with Congressman Austin Scott’s office, putting her,
geographically speaking, one step closer to where she is now.
Today, Brittany lives an exhilarating life full of travel working for
American Airlines and living in New York City.
In February 2019, Brittany decided on a whim to pursue a flight
attendant job. She applied, started the interview process, and was in the 1
percent of the hired persons out of more than 65,000 hopefuls. Her career is
definitely different than the one she anticipated, but that doesn’t mean she
regrets her choice.
“I decided I wanted to take time out of my life to travel the world.
It has been an amazing opportunity. I love being able to book a flight to a
foreign country on my days off free of charge. This job has provided me with
the ability to experience new cultures and see the world in a way I didn’t believe was possible. Whether I am sent to London or somewhere in the United
States, I always ty to find out what the locals enjoy. Experiencing the different cultures, even domestically, has been so eye-opening and invigorating.”
As a flight attendant, she oversees the passengers of the aircraft.
She took six weeks of training to become the safety and service professional she is today. While on board, Brittany’s main job is to handle safety and
medical issues that may arise in the air. As a result, she has developed a keen
sense of self-awareness. Working in a customer-service oriented job has
taught her that everyone needs to be held accountable for their own actions.
She has also learned to adapt. Her hours are long and her schedule
has no consistency, which means she’s away from home for weeks or even
months at a time. In addition, she usually has no idea where she’s headed
next until three or so hours before takeoff. (One of the biggest challenges
associated with that particular uncertainty is packing; Brittany says filling
a suitcase with winter and summer clothes has proven difficult.) Add in
irregular weather patterns, delays, and cancellations and Brittany’s job has
all the ingredients for frustration, but the adventurer inside her loves the
excitement that accompanies layovers in cities great for exploring.
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Such a schedule comes at a price, though, for a
family girl like Brittany. If she’s lucky and doesn’t choose to fly
somewhere during her time off, Brittany gets to come home
once a month for a few days. When she returns, she spends as
much time with her loved ones as possible. After all, she and
her five siblings—Zach Sherrod, Shea Sherrod, Chase Sherrod,
Lauren Sherrod, and Cayden Lane—are as tight-knit as they
come. She also loves to see her dogs.
Taking a brief hiatus from the hustle and bustle of
city life is a nice way to relax, but coming back also reminds
her how special home is compared to everywhere else in this
big world.
“I moved to New York City in May 2019. I didn’t really
choose New York. The company I work for chose it for me.
Living here has been an amazing experience. I love the fact
that you can hop on the subway and turn the corner to find
an adventure right in front of you, but living here and seeing
how other people have been raised, I now know how rare it is

to have so many people in my corner. It’s nice to know that no matter where I go, I have an abundance of
people cheering me on and wanting the best for me.”
The decision to move, she says, was an easy one—but it did take some work once she got to the
Big Apple. New York and Swainsboro, she says, are polar opposites. Going from a one redlight town to
a city that never sleeps was a big adjustment, yet she will probably do it again in a few years. In addition
to taking up residence in New York and D.C., she also lived in Dallas, Texas for a while. She remained
tight-lipped about where exactly she’s headed next, but if her track record means anything, it’s probably
another major city.
Fortunately, she’s well equipped to continue moving around the country. Growing up in Emanuel
County has made her responsible and, perhaps most importantly, empathetic and personable. All three of
these qualities will help her create a new circle and find her niche, no matter where she goes.
“I haven’t decided what’s next for me,” she said. “I’m in a stage where I want to see and live in as
many places as possible. I’ve always been the type of person who takes any opportunity that comes my
way. I do plan on furthering my education within the next two years, but other than that, I guess we’ll see
what life has in store!”
To the people back home who are contemplating leaving, she suggests taking the chance. “Just
do it. I have so many people tell me they would love to do what I do. I always tell them they can—just
don’t forget where you came from, and don’t forget that you can always go back home.”
Brittany would like to thank her community for making her who she is today, especially her
parents and her two role models, Anna Johnson and Tori Pellerin, all of whom encouraged and supported
her along the way.
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Clarke Schwabe
Compiled by Halei Lamb

Clarke Schwabe, Jerry Tanner—doesn’t matter which one you
call him. All you need to know is he makes a real difference at the University of Georgia. From writing seven-figure gift proposals to amping
up Bulldog Nation through a YouTube show that’s on the rise, the oldest
son of Charles and Jean Schwabe fell in love with UGA years ago and is
living every day to repay the institution while making it a better place for
higher education to benefit the next generation of students.
After graduating from Swainsboro High School in 2003, Clarke
started college at Georgia Southern University. He studied as an Eagle
until fall 2005, at which point he journeyed to Athens to complete his
degree. He always loved writing, so he chose a major that would feel
less like work and more like a passion. He got into the Grady College of
Journalism and Mass Communication, eventually started working at The
Red and Black, UGA’s student-run, independent campus newspaper, and
became a published author in a collection of undergraduate fiction. By
the time he graduated cum laude in 2008, Clarke had a plethora of feathers in his cap and an unmatched love for his beloved university as well as
its town.
“At first, it was difficult to leave home. I was definitely a mama’s boy growing up, and I was deathly afraid of change. It took some
serious poking and prodding from some exceedingly patient friends
of mine, but once I got out, I just wanted to see more and more,” he
recalled about moving to the Classic City. “Athens was incredible. It was
and is big enough that you can find your niche, whoever you are, and
small enough that you don’t feel overwhelmed. It’s such a fascinating
cultural crossroads, too, that rejuvenates itself every year with a new
batch of bright-eyed freshmen.”

After college, Clarke completed an online editorial internship
with Bleacher Report, editing user-submitted sports articles from across
the globe. In 2011, he was hired at Southeastern Technical College as a
PR specialist. As such, he wrote press releases, maintained the college’s
website, photographed events, created and placed advertising, and
helped run the school’s social media accounts. Four years later, he returned to Athens to work for the Hugh Hodgson School of Music at UGA.
For two years, he was again tasked with writing press releases, handling
photography needs, running the school’s websites and social media accounts, creating and placing advertising while simultaneously learning a lot
about music.
Today, the 34-year-old is a proposal writer with UGA’s Development & Alumni Relations. The title sounds fancy, but his job duties are pretty
simple—not to be confused with unimportant or easy. He got linked up with Development & Alumni Relations during his time with the School of Music. Immediately, Clarke knew this was a growing, active division of the university. The communications team, he observed, was young, ambitious, and
well-respected. He wanted in, so when a position opened, he jumped at the chance. Luckily, the department took a chance on him, and the decision
has, quite literally, paid off.
“I handle proposal writing. Basically, I create documents that illustrate why a giving prospect should give to UGA, how their gift will be used,
and the impact it will make—for principal giving at UGA: gifts with a value of seven figures or more. I also manage a suite of online tools that fundraisers across the university can use to make their own high-caliber proposals.”
In his role as a proposal writer, Clarke has helped fundraisers secure millions of dollars in gifts to the university. He says it is “incredibly gratifying” to see not just how people believe in the university’s mission enough to give these enormous sums, but how those gifts absolutely change the
lives of so many students. Most people who work in public relations or similar fields are selling something. Clarke isn’t an exception; he is, in essence,
selling the University of Georgia. He has an advantage most don’t, though. Selling education, improvement, ambition—dreams, really—is the easy part.
“There’s no moment where I have to feel like I’m trying to get someone to spend money on something they don’t need. I have the luxury of
being able to say, ‘Look, this student’s future is completely different and full of potential because of your generosity.’ That’s what sets my job apart
from everybody else in PR.”
The difficult part is asking people to part ways with large sums of money, no matter how it’s pitched. Clearing the appropriate levels of approval can be challenging, too, but seeing the difference in the end makes up for the stress tenfold.
In addition to his proposal-related tasks, Clarke handles various additional communications tasks as needed, like writing press releases (a
skill he has perfected by now), gift announcements, and blog posts, and helping with video shoots and graphic design tasks. Perhaps favorite of his
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A dollar-raising, darn good Dawg
responsibilities, however, is his brainchild, a project called The
Jerry Tanner Show.
Powered by the UGA Alumni Association, the show
posts a new episode each UGA football game week. Clarke
plays the main character and chronicles the Bulldogs’ previous
football game and next match-up, as well as the wider college
football world.
“Jerry Tanner [the character] is everyone you’ve ever
met at a UGA tailgate, everyone who’s ever talked about Georgia football by your cubicle, and every message board poster
who claims to have a cousin who cut Vince Dooley’s grass. I
love doing it because it lets me embrace college football—a
sport I love—while not taking things too seriously. Ultimately,
the whole thing is just a game. It’s entertainment, so why not
have fun with it? I think part of what makes college football
unique is that it still holds on to that joyful exuberance and
revels in outlandishness, the sort of thing that is very tough to
come by in the self-serious, focus-tested NFL,” Clarke explained. “Jerry
Tanner is my attempt to capture the essence of that feeling, of walking to
your tailgate before the game and seeing something crazy being done by
someone who’s old enough to know better.”
Phillip Schwabe’s older brother conceived the idea in a communications team meeting. He and his colleagues were searching for crazy,
blue-sky ideas to raise awareness about the alumni association. Clarke
had been toying with the idea for a while in his head and pitched it. The
team thought it sounded interesting, so he got the go-ahead for a few
episodes.

Friday before that game.”

“We started
making episodes before
the season, but we
wanted to get all the
right people on board,
and we knew that would
take time, so we just
made and stored the
first three. By the time
the Notre Dame game
came around, we knew
we would never have
more attention on a
game than we did on
that one, so everyone
finally said yes, and we
released everything the

The Jerry Tanner Show finished the 2019 season 15 episodes
strong. Its growing fanbase promises a bright future. In addition to
making new episodes for the remainder of the Dawgs’ season, Clarke and
other producers will be exploring new promotional avenues to try and
spread awareness of the series. Growing Jerry Tanner to the point of inviting guests, be it Coach Kirby Smart himself or other connections close
to the program, is one goal Clarke and company hope to accomplish. (To
follow the show, find “UGA Alumni” on YouTube, then click the bell by
any of the videos’ subscribe buttons. This will enable alerts whenever a
new video is posted.)
Clarke has garnered a lot of success in Athens both as a student
and a professional. The key, he says, is honesty—not just in spoken word
but in how the work is approached. “You have to be able to relate to

people, no matter what job you do, so be yourself at work. Don’t be a job
title. Work is just one part of your life, but it is part of your life, and if you
spend that time being someone else, you’re wasting your time. Admit
your mistakes, own your personality, empathize with your coworkers.
Don’t replace your life with your work, but don’t wall off your real self
from your work self. I think it is really important to be your honest self in
your work and to be honest about how your work fits into your life.”
For Clarke, work carries a sentimental value, so his day job fits
into his life in a big way, but that doesn’t discount the other parts of his
life today, which are equally as special. Namely, he loves spending time
with his girlfriend, Devin Cifu, exploring Athens, and coming home.
“This past summer, Devin and I helped a friend move from Massachusetts to Milledgeville—by car. We also drove down to Ginnie Springs
in Florida. I’ve been a video game fanatic most of my life. Fortunately,
Devin is into gaming, too, so we do that together,” Clarke commented.
They also frequent Savannah and Statesboro to try out new breweries
and cafés, but the couple also enjoys going out in Clarke’s stomping
grounds. After all, as his relationship with Athens changes, he continues
to find new places and activities.
Because Swainsboro isn’t too far out of the way when he visits
Devin in Statesboro, he loves to stop in to see his parents, and he won’t
leave town without getting some Ware’s BBQ. Clarke usually returns
about twice a month, but for now, Athens is home—and likely will remain
such in the future. Now, he says, Swainsboro is an ideal place to visit and
while he knows the Crossroads of the Great South is the place of choice
for some people, he also realizes that a group of others might be starry-eyed with ambition to see what else life has to offer.
His advice is to go for it. “If you’re thinking about doing it, you
owe it to yourself to see. If you go out and it’s not what you thought it
would be, at least you can come home and feel good knowing that you
gave it a shot. The alternative is doing nothing and never answering that
question for yourself, which will hang over you for a long time.”
He also has an important message for those who choose to stay.
“Every last person in Emanuel County has so much more in common than
you know. Everyone you see—at the football game, at Walmart, out in
the country, at the gas station—is just trying to do the best they can for
them and theirs. Trust in that knowledge before you believe anything else.
Everything good that comes out of Emanuel County comes from people
working together and being together. Do what you can to help one another and believe the best of everyone around you. Them, you, me—we’re all
doing the best we can.”
Inaugural Edition • January 2020
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Austin, Madison, & Landon

The Disney kids

Forget everything you know about a good life—Austin Carruth
(26), Madison Curl (24), and Landon Kennedy (23) have truly experienced
the magic! After all, all three of them have eaten, slept, and breathed
the coolest place on earth, thanks to the Disney College Program (DCP),
which gives participants a chance to gain on-the-job experience while
completing college coursework. In this tell-all, the trio opens up about
the magic of Disney World as well as life outside Emanuel.
How did you find out about the Disney College Program?
Austin: I found out about the program through a trip to Walt
Disney World (WDW) as a child. I remember vividly interacting with a
cast member and asking why they didn’t have their hometown on their
nametag but a college instead. On that day, I told my mom I would have
a college on my nametag, too.
Madison: My aunt, Jennifer, had done the college program
back when she was in college. Growing up, we always went to visit her
and go to the parks. I knew from a young age that I, too, wanted to work
for Disney and make lifelong memories.
Landon: I’ve known about the DCP since I was a kid. One of my
babysitters in the past had done the program, and I wanted to do it ever
since.
Why did you want to work for Disney?
Austin: I grew up traveling to WDW with my family when my
mom worked for the Disney Store, so it was only natural that I developed a huge passion for it from such a young age. It was always a happy
place for me. Not much is better than going to work every day to bring
joy to others.
Madison: They revolve their company around making memories for people and their families and offer their cast members the
opportunity to advance their careers inside and outside of the company.
Landon: I thought having the Walt Disney Company on my
resumé would look good. Plus, who doesn’t want to live at Walt Disney
World!?
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Interviews conducted by Halei Lamb

When did you apply, and when did you find out you were
accepted?
Austin: I applied shortly after applications dropped in January
2015, moving quickly through the process. After completing my phone
interview, I received my acceptance four days later.
Madison: I applied the first week they announced that applications had opened. Like many other hopeful Disney College Program kids,
I followed all of the social media pages for the program to ensure that
I did not miss the deadline. Once I submitted my application, I received
an offer for a web-based interview. Once I passed that, I was offered a
phone interview with a recruiter. After the phone interview, I waited
around two months before I got an email letting me know I had been
accepted.
Landon: I applied on January 22, 2019.About two hours
later, I got an email letting me know I had made it to the web-based
interview, which is a series of questions and scenarios and you have to
answer them the way you would handle the situation. About two hours
after submitting my web-based interview, I received another email letting me know I had made it to the final round of the interview process,
the phone interview. I scheduled my phone interview for the first date
possible, which was January 25. I was so nervous! During my interview,
the recruiter asked me a lot of questions regarding my past work experience, specifically that of photography. After my phone interview, I was
a nervous wreck. The waiting game had officially started. On February
5, I remember sitting in class and getting a tweet notification from one
of the Disney recruiters that the first official acceptance wave was going
out that day. I kept seeing everyone getting accepted on the DCP Facebook page, and that made me nervous, too. After class, I went home
and my friend, Savannah Ann Harkins, and I were sitting on the couch,
talking about how we hoped we would hear back soon, but I think we
both came to the conclusion that that day wasn’t going to be the day
we got our acceptances. So, Savannah Ann walked home and literally
as soon as she walked out, my acceptance email came through! I was so
excited! I logged onto the computer to see what role they offered me,
and I called my family to let them know! A few minutes later, Savannah
Ann came running through my door with her acceptance email as well!

How difficult is it to get into the Disney College Program?
In your opinion, what set you apart from other applicants?
Austin: I’d say it’s tough, considering the amount of people
that apply each season, but counts of those accepted fluctuate each
year based on a multitude of things! I think my application stood out
for my particular role that I was accepted for due to having volunteer
work, a childcare background, and retail experience. These all were
large pieces of my role I worked during my program.
Madison: Though it seemed easy for me to get into the
program, I was still worried that I had not made the cut since there is
no feedback given after the interviews. Of the some 50,000 applicants
the DCP gets each year, only around 12,000 are accepted. I think what
set me apart is I’m a huge people person and love to learn about what
brings people here and what they love about it. I’ve always been able to
keep a level head in any situation and know how to say the right things
to people in times of need.
Landon: I have seen in Facebook groups that people have
applied to the program four and five times and have never been accepted, so I felt extremely blessed to have been accepted the first time I
applied. I believe it all comes down to what roles recruiters need to fill
and what you as an applicant have to offer, as well as your personality
and how you would handle certain situations.
When did you start and end the program? What was your
job title, and what were your responsibilities?
Austin: I worked as a Bibbidi Bobbidi Boutique hostess in
sowntown Disney from August 2015 until May 2016. I created magical
transformations for children, ages 3-12, that could include costuming,
hair styling, makeup application, and nail polish application.
Madison: I started the program in February 2018 and worked
through August of that year as a sales hostess. I sold merchandise in
indoor and outdoor locations. I also helped with stroller and wheelchair rentals, prepared packages for shipping and delivery, and provided information to guests.
Landon: I started May 13, 2019, and I have just been selected to extend my college program
to May 28, 2020. My original end
date was January 2, 2020. I am a
Photopass photographer at Magic
Kingdom, and my responsibilities
include taking photos of guests in
front of the castle or while they are
meeting their favorite character.
I also help guests find lost photos
and add them to their accounts and
assist guests by selling prints/digital memories from their vacation.
What did you learn from
working at Disney?
Austin: Of everything in my
time at Disney, I gained so many
things: a work family, friends that I
could never imagine being without
today, and an even stronger work
ethic and passion for the company than I ever imagined possible
for me. I learned many skills that
(maybe) aren’t the most practical
for your typical 9 to 5 but fostered
connections with so many cast
members and guests I still encounter today, even in my current
role. You never know where you’ll
go working for a place of endless
opportunities.

Madison: With
doing the college program,
I learned excellent conflict
management skills. Living
with seven other girls from
all over the world was
sometimes the most challenging but also the most
rewarding thing I ever
could’ve done. I was given
the opportunity to handle
problems with these girls,
guests, and my coworkers,
and that gave me new,
lifelong skills on how to effectively handle problems.
This program also gave
me amazing resumé skills
that will carry over into
any future career I pursue.
While working in merchandising, I learned firsthand
business skills of money-handling and effective
merchandise presentation
and stocking. I also had the
opportunity to network
with leaders in my area on
skills they learned working
with Disney, and they gave
me tips on how to take these skills into the workforce for the future.
Landon: Overall, I feel like I have learned and grown so
much as a person and within my skills and knowledge of photography
since being here. This has truly been a magical experience for me.
there.

Describe one cool experience you had while working

Austin: During my program, my very first transformation out
of training was with a young girl named Maggie. She was celebrating
her third birthday, thus making her just old enough to have a transformation. I spent over an hour with Maggie, her mother, and her aunt,
telling stories, laughing,
and pinky-promising
that she would come
back to visit me. A few
weeks later, my managers recognized me in
a team meeting with a
long letter and photos
from Maggie’s aunt from
the transformation,
saying how appreciative
they were of my time
and the connections
that I made with each
of them. Fast-forward
to today, I actually work
with Maggie’s aunt on
special events in my
current job! It’s definitely
a small world.
Madison: One
night while working
at Hollywood Studios,
a man and a woman
approached me and
asked if I could do them

a favor. I, of course, said yes. They began to tell me a story of how they lost
their young son to cancer a few years before. They had made it their mission
to place Hot Wheels cars around places so kids could find them and read
about their son who loved Hot Wheels toys. They showed me their Facebook
page, which was scattered with pictures of where they had placed the toys in
areas they had traveled to and pictures of kids and families who found them.
They asked if they could simply leave a toy at the counter of the register I
was at and, of course, I said yes. I told my leader about the story and asked
if we could take the toy on a trip around the park and take pictures of the
toy’s journey to post on their page. We ended up walking around the entire
park taking pictures of the toy and eventually found a spot to leave it. We
watched as a little boy wearing a Cars t-shirt spotted it, ran over, grabbed it
with delight, and began to play with it. Afterward, we posted all the pictures
on the family’s Facebook page, who then messaged us, thanking us for taking
the time to make sure the toy was taken all around the park and had its own
adventure.
Landon: One night, I was working with Mickey and Minnie, and
this little boy came in dressed as a guest relations cast member. Mickey, Minnie, the character attendant, and I then realized that his name was Landon,
too! I told the little boy that next time he came to visit, he would have to wear
a Photopass costume so he could match me! His mom insisted on getting a
picture of Landon and I holding our nametags with Mickey and Minnie. It was
so cool! Landon then gave me a bracelet he made. I still wear it every day. That
was the highlight of my week!
[Editor’s note: The child’s name was revised throughout Austin’s
statement for legal reasons.]
What are you doing now?
Austin: After completing my Disney College Program in 2016, I felt
terribly homesick as soon as I pulled off of the Disney property to head home.
It was in that feeling that I realized my passion for Disney as a company was
so strong that I had to return after graduation. In my last semester, I began
applying for Disney professional internships in various departments. The
process was much longer than applying for the DCP as many of these roles
accept small groups of cast members, or even only individuals, for some roles.
In applying to 13 positions, I made it to the final stage interviews for four. In
the end, I was offered my choice between the Disney College Program Housing
Service Center coordinator and the VIP Tours administrative support roles!
Choosing the path of VIP Tours, my day-to-day tasks varied, but I worked primarily with our daily operations and Ultimate Series of VIP Tours. I was trained
on everything in the department, so my schedule typically varied, depending
on the season.
After being offered an extension of my DPI at VIP Tours, the hunt
began for a permanent role to stay with Disney. With my internship ending
in January, I had less than six months to find a “home.” My heart pulled me
toward guest relations, so after I interviewed, I was offered a temporary position with Disney Springs Guest Relations. After eight months, I was offered
full-time! On the same day, VIP Tours called to offer me a full-time coordinator position! It was a wild day, but one that led me to the path I’m meant to
be on now.
Madison: After my college program ended in August, I was offered
a part-time position at the world-famous Jungle Cruise. I had the opportunity
to drive boats around the four main rivers of the world while telling satirical
jokes. While it was an amazing experience, I knew I wanted to go back into
merchandise, where my heart truly belongs. After spending eight months at
the Jungle Cruise, I transferred to a full-time merchandise role on Main Street
USA in the Magic Kingdom at the Emporium. Since transferring there three
months ago, I was offered a promotion to become a trainer, then a coordinator, in the store. I am truly thriving in this position because business and sales
are where I belong.
not?

Do you have any desire to return home for good? Why or why

Austin: As of a few months ago, I am officially a Floridian, having
converted my driver’s license over! I know that my future is here in Florida for
now, but I can’t rule out returning to Georgia at a later point in my life.
Madison: The only thing that would bring me back home for good
would be for my family. I would do anything for my family if the time came
and I needed to come back, but thankfully, they know that I am making a life
for myself living down in Florida and am trying to put myself in a good posi-
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tion for a great lifelong career.
Landon: As of right now, no. There are too many opportunities out
there for me to want to come home right now that I feel like I’d be missing out
on.
How did Emanuel County make you who you are today?
Austin: I grew up between Savannah, Garden City, Rincon, Springfield, and Swainsboro from birth, so I always had a good mix of experiences
from moving around so frequently. Emanuel County shaped me into a woman
that became capable of chasing her dreams—definitely not something the
shy, 12-year-old me ever thought possible. From the small town to the big city,
one should never forget where they come from and the people who made the
largest impacts of all.
Madison: Growing up in Emanuel County helped me learn to
appreciate the little things in life. Going from living in such a small city to a
large one like Orlando was a drastic change for me and took some time to get
used to. Large cities move at such a fast pace, and I feel as though my life is
just speeding ahead. Here, there’s no time to just go by your grandma’s house
and have dinner while you catch her up on all the small-town drama. You’re
lucky to get in a phone call once a week to see how things are going. Those are
the little things in life that you take for granted when you sit down and think
about how everything has changed.
Landon: Without growing up in Emanuel County, I wouldn’t be who
I am today. I am so grateful to have made lifelong friends. Without the support of Emanuel County, I also would not have had a successful photography
business to help prepare me for this job.
Any words of wisdom for people who want to leave home, be it
temporary or permanent?
Austin: It may seem scary, but take the leap and just chase your
dream! You only have one life, so live it well and with passion. Being homesick
will happen, but always know that home is there to welcome you back with
open arms.
Madison: Even if you’re not sure that you want to leave home permanently, go on an adventure and explore the world. Leave home, even if only
for a couple weeks or months. You won’t get to experience all of the wonder
that the world has to offer if you only stay in one county. In the end, if small
town life is the one you want to live, just come right back. You’ll still have
amazing stories to tell.
Landon: I say go for it! It has been such a good change of pace for
me. Leave home, make new friends, learn new things, and expand your mind
outside of what you’re so use to. It’s okay to leave home, and it’s okay to come
back home. Do it as long as it makes you happy!
Austin is the daughter of Kevin and Cherry Carruth. She has one brother, Zachery Carruth. She graduated from Swainsboro High School in 2011, East
Georgia State College in 2013, and Columbus State University in 2016. She has an
associate degree in general studies as well as a bachelor’s in integrated media.
While at EGSC, Austin was a student ambassador. She was also a member of
the Lambda Pi Eta and the Phi Theta Kappa honor societies. Austin has also volunteered as a Relay for Life coordinator and is an advocate for CURE Childhood
Cancer. In addition, Austin competed in the Miss Georgia Pageant numerous
times as a local titleholder; she was Miss EGSC 2013, Miss Emanuel County 2014,
Miss Middle West Georgia 2015, and Miss Hummingbird Festival 2017. In the
future, she hopes to move into communication management at Disney.
Madison is the daughter of Karen and Anthony Curl. Her brother
is Brandon Fields. She graduated from David Emanuel Academy in 2013, then
went on to graduate from Georgia Southern University in 2017 with a degree in
business marketing. During her time at GSU, she was inducted into the Delta
Phi Epsilon Sorority and was part of the Eagle Executive Society. She is currently
completing graduate school through Bellevue University, pursuing a Master of
Business Administration with a focus in logistics, thanks to Disney Aspire, which
offers Cast Members the opportunity to go back to school with all expenses paid
by the company. Madison expects to finish the program in 2021. She plans to go
into a career that focuses on consumer purchasing and sourcing.
Landon is the son of Bill and Gina Kennedy. The brother of Luke
Kennedy, he graduated from Swainsboro High School in 2013. He attended East
Georgia State College for two years, then transferred to Southern, where he is
currently a senior studying public relations. He would like to continue working
for Disney after completing the program.
Background photo composed and edited by Landon and one of
his friends, Katie Walker.
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DON CADLE

TAKING ENGINEERING TO NEW HEIGHTS
by WHITLEY CLIFTON

Anybody can fly on an airplane if they’ve got the
money for a ticket and a way to beat the nerves. A select
group of folks can fly those plans—but even fewer people
have the required skills to build one. This diverse world is
full of professional opportunity, and a burning desire of
ambition is usually what fuels someone to success. Such
was the case with Don Cadle. He had that burning ambition
and an interest in a particularly select industry: aerospace
design.
Don is the 37-year-old son of Jerry and Paula Cadle.
Following his graduation from Swainsboro High School in
2001, he continued his education through college, eventually graduating from Georgia Southern University in 2011
with a degree in mechanical engineering, a perfect choice
for someone who has always loved tinkering with cars and
parts of various sorts.
He has since landed in Bloomingdale, but Don’s
path to the Savannah outskirt was not a direct one; he had
some connectors along the way. Still, he’s not sure that he’s
reached his final destination.
Right out of high school, Don moved to Atlanta in
2001. He stayed there for seven or eight years, residing in a
townhouse and living a fast-paced life some, including Don,
might call a “rat race.” He wanted to move back closer to
home, so he started looking for his next destination. Don
chose Bloomingdale because it reminded him of home, and
it would later prove to be a great decision because it’s close
to his workplace.
		
Making the decision to leave Emanuel County after high school
was a big and difficult change, but it didn’t take long for Don to adjust. “I
knew the rat race associated with living in Atlanta wasn’t for me, but
it was fun while it lasted,” Don said about moving around. About his
relocation to Bloomingdale, he added, “Growing up at home, we lived
outside of town where I couldn’t see my neighbors, and I wanted that
again. I also wanted to be close to where I’d like to work. I wanted
some acreage, and I found that here, so that was nice… Bloomingdale is as close to home as I’ve gotten. It’s different, but I have tried to
replicate home here. It’s close to Swainsboro, so I’m close enough to
visit. It’s also nice that Savannah is right down the road.”
Today, Don works for Gulfstream Aerospace, an aircraft
company in Savannah that designs, develops, manufactures, markets,
and services business jet aircraft, but when he first began in the working
world, he wasn’t employed by Gulfstream. He did, however, do something
that helped prepare him for his current job. Don was self-employed; he had a
used car dealership license, did custom fabrication work for auto parts, and ran

his own automotive shop.
		
“I’ve always been interested in mechanic stuff. I’ve always been interested in this field.
I love the profession. As far as I’m concerned, things
couldn’t have worked out better for me. I’d be doing
this kind of work at home in my spare time had I not
started with Gulfstream, so in essence, I get paid
for my talent and being interested in this particular
hobby.”
In his early days with the company, he was a
tool design engineer. Since 2012, he has been promoted four or five times. Now, he’s a mechanical
engineer, which means he spends his time on the
clock drilling and riveting airplane parts with robots
and other CNC equipment. The brother of Ivy Cadle
and Jean Marie Cadle also plays a vital role in the
creation of computer-aided drawings for aircraft,
thanks to his background in automation. The biggest accomplishment in his career, Don says, is being
project manager over several large automation
equipment purchases.
There has been some turbulence along the
way, though. “The biggest issues I deal with tend
to include orchestrating projects between various
organizations and departments to get the job done
without interruption,” Don explained. “Also, the
nature of our business, because we’re a leader in
cutting-edge technology as far as automation and
airspace are concerned, we’re always trying to come
up with ideas to help us be as efficient as possible.”
Over the last few years, Don has figured
out how to navigate those challenges. He has also
learned some important principles and virtues along
the way. He enjoys teaching new hires the Gulfstream way, like how to use the resources available to
them, encouraging them to be independent learners
when possible, and how to reach an end goal while
not necessarily paving the way to that goal but rather encouraging them to use their own ingenuity.
His greatest joy in life now, however, is being
a dad. He loves spending time with his daughter,
Jolene. Being present for his family is an inherited
trait—one he learned from his role models, his parents. “My dad always had a great outlook on everything throughout life, and my mom has always been
there for me,” he said.
Don also really loves his old homeplace, and
he says he might just end up back here one day. “I
was able to see things more down to earth growing up in Emanuel County. I have experienced the
freedom to enjoy a close-knit community, and I’m
thankful for the experiences I had growing up. Those
experiences helped me become who I am today.

I’ve got my family back in Swainsboro, and I’ve got some
good friends there, too. I come home every other week
to help my dad with tasks and to enjoy one of my mom’s
home-cooked meals. While I’m home, I like to get together with my buddies, too. But I love where I’m living right
now; I might build a new house soon. I do love my parents’
place… Whether I end up there or just back in the general
area, I can definitely see myself returning to Swainsboro
for retirement.”
To the people who are interested in leaving home
like he did, he says to live your dreams. Move off if you
need to. Emanuel County will always be home.

Fabian Maple
by HALEI LAMB

For some people, math is a hassle. For Fabian Maple, it’s
a big part of his success story. The now 26-year-old graduated
from Swainsboro High School in 2011 and went to Morris College
in Sumter, South Carolina on an athletic scholarship. In 2016, he
received a bachelor’s in mathematics and has used that degree to
climb up the ladder at Crider Foods.
It makes sense that Fabian has used mathematics to get
him where he’s at now; numbers have always been his “thing.”
He chose to go to Morris because the school had given him a
basketball scholarship. Once he arrived on campus in 2012, he
was awarded an academic scholarship because of his remarkable
GPA. Fabian originally declared his major as criminal justice, but
he swapped to mathematics early in his freshman year for two
reasons. A program called the Department of Energy offered him
a full academic scholarship if he made the switch, and he realized
he could make a living—a good living—with his natural knack for
numbers.
“I’ve always been good
with numbers. I wanted to go into
accounting or banking, so it just made
sense to change,” the son of Janice
and Tony Maple explained. “It was
definitely tough. The classes for that
major are so advanced. I’m glad I did
it, though. Being a math major got me
a full ride through college, and I got
to experience some really cool and
challenging stuff along the way.”
Some of those “cool and
challenging” experiences include
completing four internships at the
University of South Carolina, working
with an $18,000 robot, learning how
to code, and coming up with his own
math sequence, which was published
by USC.
Perhaps nearest and dearest
to Fabian’s heart are his memories as
a Morris College Hornet. He competed
on the men’s basketball team all
four years. In 2014, he was named
Most Improved Player. As a senior,
he received the conference’s Most
Valuable Player award.
He also learned a valuable
life lesson during his time in Sumter.
“During your college experience, you

meet certain people you kind of ‘stick to’ and look up to your
whole college career. You also meet certain people who you
realize aren’t company you need to keep if you want to strive for
greatness in your career or life in general. Sometimes you have to
change your ways if you really want to do what you set out to do
in the beginning. It can be really easy to get sidetracked and lose
focus on the task at hand, but I didn’t want to do that.”
Keeping good company paid off for Fabian. He graduated
on time and came back home to Swainsboro, where he spent a
month before he moved to Statesboro to work at Great Dane.
He worked with the trailer company for a year and a half as a
production assembler until a boss from Crider approached him
with an opportunity to return to the Stillmore business and work
in management.
Fabian agreed to the proposition, of course, and the
company recognized him in August 2019 for hitting his 2-year
mark. He’s responsible for monitoring
and maintaining the inventory numbers
and keeping customers’ orders on
track in terms of need, product shelf
life, and delivery. Fabian is also tasked
with making employee schedules for
both the canning and cook plants,
meeting with the sales teams daily, and
overseeing Crider’s overall growth.
“When I think about how much
I’ve changed professionally, man, it’s
crazy!” Fabian admitted. “Crider was
my first real professional job. I went
from wearing casual attire to a suit and
tie… My entire mindset changed as far
as what type of person I wanted to be.
I went from being at the bottom of the
scale not knowing anything to learning
so much and now being a face of the
company. I knew who I wanted to be
and where I wanted to go in life, so I’ve
worked hard to make that happen.”
Ask him if he thought he’d end
up as a logistics coordinator and he’ll
say no. Early in life, he thought sports
was his ticket to success; he wanted to
play in the NBA. As he matured, Fabian
started envisioning himself as a math
teacher or an accountant. Nonetheless,
he’s now a full-fledged businessman
and absolutely loves working for Crider.
The company’s purpose is to feed
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families, and Fabian says he feels fortunate
to be a part of that. After all, family is
important to him. He has three brothers:
Tony Jr., Tariq, and Corey. They, along with
his parents, his late grandmother, Alma
Parker, Victor Riles, and the rest of his
family, are his motivation.
“Knowing that I’m the person in
my family that a lot of people look up to,
knowing I can motivate them and inspire
them to change… That means a lot to me.
That’s something I take very seriously,” he
said. “I’m so thankful for my parents and my
grandma. They were always my role models
because no matter the situation, they
always made things happen for me. As an
adult now, I understand what their sacrifices
meant. I feel like I don’t have any choice
except do right for them.”
Still, there remains one special person in his life who keeps him striving for success. Fabian and his fiancée, Tekerra Branch, have
been together almost two years and will wed in August 2020. She, too, is an Emanuel County native well on her way to greatness of her
own. She has recently completed her Doctor of Pharmacy at South University and will soon start her career. Fabian says she’s supportive
of all his endeavors, just as he tries to support Tekerra in hers. Together, they plan on trying to make our community a better place. (Read
more about Tekerra on page 36.)
“With a mathematics degree, I could’ve gone a number of places to work, but this is home. This is where I want to be. My
grandmother has property here. My parents are here. This is where I was raised. I could never turn my back on this place,” Fabian said.
“Our community now is like it’s never been. There’s so much violence. It’s different now than it was when I was growing up. That’s why I
wanted to stay here… In my opinion, you don’t have to leave to be successful. I think being successful is different for everybody, and for
me, it means staying here and making this place better. I want to see our community turn things around. I hope we don’t give up on each
other. I hope we can come back together and be better, and if I can help in any way, I want to do that.”
For the ones out there who might want to leave Emanuel County, whether temporary or for good, he has a few words of advice.
Never become complacent and never settle. He says there are many aspects of life you can’t experience unless you leave Swainsboro, even
if doing that is difficult. Sometimes it takes leaving to enjoy those parts of life. When he left for college, it was tough. It took him a while
to get adapted. He fought a bit of homesickness, but that passed. He’s glad he left—at least for a little while. He’s a better man because of
it.
Fabian is now looking to the future—right here at home. “I know there’s still a lot in my book that’s unwritten, but I’ve seen so
many walks of life. I’ve met a lot of people. I do want to start my own business one day, maybe go into accounting like I thought I would
several years ago… All in all, I’m happy where I’m at right now. I’m proud of myself, but most importantly, I hope I’ve made my community
proud.”
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Jay Anderson Elevated
Interview conducted by Halei Lamb

EVENTS

For many brides and event hosts, planning their special
occasion is a monumental task that comes with dread. Jay Anderson,
however, is a game-changer. His events are second to none—and you
better believe he works. The 47-year-old from Summertown talks about
his career and line-up of accomplishments in the Q&A below.
Let’s start at the beginning of your professional life. What
did your early working years entail?

Jay: Well, as a youngster, I worked at Delores and Woody’s. I
think I started selling shoes there when I was 15. Little did I know, my
retail experience wouldn’t end there! After high school, I went to East
Georgia for a year. I then went on to graduate from Southeastern Technical College with a marketing management degree… I think that was
in 1994? Whenever that was, I didn’t use my degree right away. I went
into retail instead and did that for a while. In 1997, I became a flight
attendant and moved off to work for AirTran Airways, which eventually
became Southwest Airlines. I did that for eight years until I moved to
Brunswick.
What’s your history with special events planning?
Jay: I honestly thought I would be a flight attendant until I retired, so my journey to where I am today is a kind of curvy road. It’s been
fun. I started in this industry after I moved to Brunswick around 2004. I
also helped start Brunswick Manor, a bed and breakfast inn. I basically
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took the last year off and kind of bounced around a few different jobs
because I thought I wanted to get away from this business. I thought I
had kind of burned out a little, so I took a hiatus and did some different things. I realized, though, I missed the industry. In the last three
months, I’ve gotten back into planning, and I couldn’t be happier.
Who are you working for now?
Jay: I’m with Straton Hall Events, which is a catering company
the coastal empire. Even though most people think the Golden Isles is
a “big area,” as it turns out, it’s not. Brunswick and this area in general
are really kind of like Swainsboro—everybody knows everybody. I knew
I wanted to get back into special events planning, and it just seemed
natural to go back “home” to Straton, which is my dream job because
I get to work with people who are like family to me. The company, my
colleagues, and I just have such a history together, so going back to
work there has been really great.
What are your responsibilities exactly?
Jay: The short explanation? I help plan the events they cater.
The longer version, I guess, is this: I wear a lot of different hats as a
special events planner. There is a lot of work in planning events, but I
absolutely love it! I think I’ll be in special events planning until I die! A
large part of what I do is sales, and I’ve always had an innate knack for
selling. I think anyone will tell you that. That’s why I’m successful; I sell

events. Of course, we do a lot of weddings, so I obviously
work with the brides. We also do other types of parties.
No matter the occasion, I help set up, break down, bartend… We’re full-service, so I do it all. Catering is a tough
business. It’s not for everybody. I’ve seen a lot of people
come and go, but I love it.
If you had to pick just one part of your job
that’s better than the rest, what would it be?
Jay: My personal favorite part, hands down, is
doing weddings. I don’t think there’s a single little girl out
there who doesn’t dream about her wedding day, and I
get to make their dreams come true. That makes me feel
real good. I love making those young ladies happy. I’m the
guy behind the scenes fixing everything. I like to think of
myself as the bride’s best friend!
Weddings are hard to pull off, anyway, with
all the different elements—invitations, attire, food,
seating, the whole nine yards. What’s the key to being
successful in your industry? What sets you apart from
other event planners?
Jay: I am always 100 percent honest with my
clients. I’m also very dependable. Many times, I’ve sold
weddings by word of mouth, meaning that someone
comes to me after hearing about the service I provided
to someone else. That says a lot in my opinion. I think
what’s most important is that I come with good energy.
I tell everyone on my team that events are supposed to
be a happy time! I’m just like everyone else… Sometimes,
I wake up with my butt on my shoulders and know it’s
going to be a rough day. What I don’t do is allow that to
carry over into my professional duties. If I have a wedding
or a planning session that day, I immediately flip the
switch and go into that Jay role, the salesman, because
no one wants to see me with my problems. I give my job
everything I have and then some—every single day. All
that, I think, is what has set me up for success.
How would you say you’ve progressed since the early stages of
your career?
Jay: Oh, that’s a piece of cake! With age comes wisdom. I’ve literally seen it all. I’ve learned over the years not to let people stress me out
because the job is going to get done one way or the other, and it’s going to
be done correctly because I’m confident in myself and my abilities.

coming back to my grandmother’s place, riding dirt roads with the radio
cranked up, and visiting my friends. I truly do love my roots, and I take
advantage of every opportunity I get to tell about where I’m from.
Jay’s parents are Linda K. Bishop and Grady Anderson. His
grandmother, Lillian M. Bishop, has a special place in his heart. He graduated from Swainsboro High School in 1991; ask him about his claim to
fame about yesteryear and he’ll proudly tell you he was voted Wittiest
by his senior class. Jay is a big supporter of hospice, and he loves to read,
frequent the beach with his dog, and enjoys spending time with his family
in his down time.

What are some of the accomplishments you’ve collected
through the years that you’re especially proud of?
Jay: The fact that I help manage about 300 events annually, that
is certainly at the top of my list. A typical Saturday for me now is three
weddings, and I don’t mean your typical wedding. I can literally set up a
full industrial kitchen in a field and make it look like everything you’ve ever
dreamed of! At one time in my career, I was managing three venues at one
time, including J’s Boom Boom Room, a bar I helped establish. I also had a
restaurant one time and did some culinary work in that regard. A couple
years ago, I was honored by Golden Isles Magazine as one of the top 20
people under the age of 40 to know in Brunswick. I’ve been the cover story
of Elegant Island Living magazine twice, and they’ve featured me several
other times. I’ve been on The Knot, and Wedding Wire, both of which are
wedding websites, numerous times, so that’s been pretty cool as well.
What do you think the next step of your life will be?
Jay: I’m really looking forward to traveling internationally. I’m
open to any new experiences, whatever those may be. I’m ready to take on
whatever the good Lord has in store for me.
Is there anything you’d like to say to everyone back home?
Jay: I love Brunswick because it reminds me so much of home.
It’s a tight-knit community full of people who are always eager to help
and good at heart. I’m so proud to have grown up in Emanuel County. I
often reminisce about my high school days, and I always look forward to
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Jessica Black: A WOMAN ON A MISSION
by HALEI LAMB

If you’re looking for a story about woman empowerment,
you’re in luck. That has been the theme of Jessica Black’s life for nearly
the last decade. She’s been living in Atlanta now for more than 12 years,
but she was born and raised in Swainsboro, where she set out to live a
life full of purpose. Jessica excelled in her studies, became Miss United
States, entered and quickly succeeded in the male-dominated world of
information technology (or “IT”), and raised over $1 million for charity
before she hit the age of 26. As her list of accomplishments continues
to pile up, she has one single hope: that her fellow women see her and
know there’s no limit as to what they, too, can achieve in life.
Jessica’s success story starts with an impressive role model.
One of her classmates was the son of The Honorable Judge Kathy Stephens Palmer. Judge Palmer was a trailblazer in her own right as she was
one of the first female court-appointed defenders in the state. Perhaps
unbeknownst to Judge Palmer, Jessica saw her defy the small-town
stereotype that only men could hold such a position. The daughter of
Roy and Elaine Black would eventually become a trailblazer herself—in
the world of IT.
Jessica graduated from Swainsboro High School in 2001. She
then moved to Athens to study at the University of Georgia.

Early in life, Jessica thought she wanted to be an attorney.
Georgia has a renowned law program, hence her decision to become a
Bulldog. Her professional interests immediately changed when she went
to orientation. A massive all-male class walking by caught her attention,
so she asked her advisor what they were studying. Her advisor said to
her, “Oh, that’s IT. That’s computers. Girls don’t do that.” Jessica rose to
the challenge and voiced her desire to pursue that major instead, only
to be met with the suggestion that she should do marketing. In the end,
Jessica made the advisor sign her up for both marketing and management information systems (MIS). That decision set her up for a lucrative
career.
“If you make it out of a small town, you usually hear about
doctors and lawyers. Girls in small towns like Swainsboro hear about
nursing and teaching. Those are really great careers, don’t get me wrong,
but you just don’t learn about coding or anything to do with technology. I really think it was a God push for me to study IT,” Jessica said. “I
love it because IT is the one field where you can go numerous different
directions. If you don’t like what you’re in, you can change to a different
technology, whereas if you go to nursing school, you’re a nurse or if you
become a lawyer, you’re a lawyer. There’s a flexibility about IT that you
can’t get in other careers.”
Despite the hardly changed dynamic that IT is still heavily
dominated by males, Jessica has a booming career. That career was
jump-started before she even graduated. In 2006, she was introduced to
then-tech mogul company IBM (the equivalent to Apple or Amazon today) through Georgia’s honors program at a career fair. She was offered
a job, trained for six months, and took over a 14-state territory in the
Midwest. In just her second year with IBM, she was named Rookie of the
Year. Still, better awaited.
Today, she works for iVision, a tech consulting firm. In a nutshell, Jessica works with corporations like SunTrust Bank, Rollins Inc.,
Genuine Parts, the Atlanta Braves, the new SunTrust Park, and many
other large enterprise companies headquartered in Atlanta. January
2020 will mark her five-year mark with iVision. She has been the MVP of
sales for 2017 as well as 2018, and she’s on the leaderboard for 2019.

“Working with iVision, I get to meet so many people. I’m
always solving a solution. I get to help people, or companies, rather,
save money. I’m a real partner to them, and those partnerships give you
a family feel. A lot of people don’t look at IT that way. They think IT and
see geeks sitting in a cube developing stuff, but there’s a whole ‘nother
intrapersonal side of it. That is empowering to me. I love that I get to
help people on a broad scale. IT touches so many aspects of life. I have
both small and international clients, and it’s really cool to feel like even
though you’re just one person, you have this craft that lets you touch
so many different verticals,” she said. “I also like it because as a female
from a small town, it’s the only industry in the world that even without a college degree, you can make a go at this career—and you can make a lot of
money in the process. You can develop an app, you can teach yourself to code. There’s not a ceiling for women in my industry because there aren’t as
many of us and there are so many things to do in this field. Slowly but surely, we’re making IT a woman’s world, too.”
The downside to IT, Jessica says, is the lack of down time. Technology never stops, so she doesn’t get to take a break, either. The hours are long
and she doesn’t get to come home as often as she’d like, but she has an upper hand when it comes to coping with the demands of her career. A dazzling
pageant history has equipped her with the time management skills and work ethic necessary to succeed. That history laid the foundation for her woman-empowering-women attitude.
When she was just 17-years-old, she became Miss Emanuel County. In 2010, she became Miss Georgia. At 26, she reached the herald of her
pageant career and was crowned Miss United States. As such, she traveled the country, visited Asia, and completed more than 300 service events.
During her reign, Jessica raised more than $500,000 for approximately 35 nonprofits across America. Her greatest joy in serving as Miss United States
2010 was the work she did to empower women.
“Back then, my motto was, ‘Dare To Dream, Take The Journey.’ I wanted young girls from small towns like ours to know that you don’t have
to have a lot of money or come from a wealthy background to succeed. I wanted them to understand that if you focus on your education and try really
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hard, you can become whatever you want in life.”
Jessica used pageantry to find her footing in servitude,
and she’s only improved in that regard since then. After she
passed the Miss United States crown, she has been highlighted
in several magazines for her community service work, including
Supermodels Unlimited, Jezebel Magazine’s “Atlanta’s Own Miss
Congeniality of Community Service,” and Women of Wealth
Magazine. The United States Junior Chamber named her one of
2012’s Ten Outstanding Young Americans. When she accepted
the honor in Des Moines, she joined the company of Bill Clinton,
John F. Kennedy, Dick Cheney, Gale Sayers, and Elvis Presley.
She is only the second Georgian to receive the recognition in 25
years.
True to her benevolent heart, the younger sister of Jennifer Black says her greatest joy is not the awards she’s won but
rather giving to others. She has made a name for herself when
it comes to working with charities, and she happens to live in just the place to do it. Georgia’s capitol is one of the top philanthropic cities in the U.S., and in
2016 alone, she raised an excess of $1 million for nonprofits in Atlanta.
“IT has been my background, my bread
and butter if you will, but nonprofit work is really
my brand here in Atlanta. I’m very passionate about
volunteering. I’ve worked with Children’s Miracle
Network, Hands On Atlanta, The Nicholas House,
Children’s Hospital of Atlanta, Toys For Tots, Bert’s Big
Adventure, and Big Brothers Big Sisters of America,”
Jessica said. “I’d say my trifecta is work, nonprofit, and
faith in the center. I love people, I love helping, and I
think growing up in Swainsboro instilled that in me.”
Swainsboro, the Delta Sigma Phi sister
added, was like Mayberry to her. Even after appearing on major television networks like MTV, HGTV,
and Lifetime and modeling for designers such as Liz
Clairborne, Jovani, Tony Bowls, and others, Jessica
hasn’t forgotten her roots. Of all her memories about
home, she most easily recalls the sense of community
here, one she says her current community, Buckhead,
surprisingly emulates. Atlanta, in her childhood,
seemed like New York. She never imagined she would
live in and be an integral part of Buckhead, but now
that she’s settled, she has realized just how much
like home it is. “I love where I’m at now. I do consider
Atlanta to be home, but my true home will always
be Swainsboro. I am proud of where I come from! It
makes me who I am. If I can help in any way, I want to
do that.”
Of course, leaving home was a daunting
task at first. Jessica called it “overwhelming in the
beginning,” and she says she had to work a little
harder and smarter because of the difference between
the education she received in rural Georgia and the
education her UGA classmates received in larger cities. Now, however, she’s glad she took the plunge and
made the necessary adjustments. “I think FDR said
it best when he said the only thing we have to fear is
fear itself,” Jessica said. “I also think ignorance is bliss.
If you stay in Swainsboro forever and that’s where you
want to be, you can be so happy! On the flip side, if
you’re passionate about things and you get out, you
can chase happiness that way, too.”
When she’s not busy investing in her own
happiness, be it by working or volunteering, Jessica
enjoys spending time with her two nieces, Victoria
and Jenavieve, as well as her nephew, Chandler. She
takes much pleasure in being the “cool aunt that lives
in the city.” She hopes the near future will bring her
more opportunities to work with charities, allow her
to move into the management side of IT, start her
own company, and, most of all, start a family of her
own.
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JONINA BRINSON
LIFE IN THE FAST LANE
Interview conducted by Halei Lamb
If there’s someone from Emanuel County you don’t want to be in
a foot race with, it’s Jonina Brinson. She’s a 2-time track and field national champion and a competitor at heart. Below, Crossing Green’s favorite
daughter opens up about her athletic success and where it has gotten her
today.
You were a gifted multi-sport athlete in high school and
received several athletic scholarship offers for basketball and track. You
eventually chose Brewton-Parker College. Why?
Jonina: I always had a plan; I just didn’t know the specifics of it until later in life. My parents always told me after I graduated high school, I had
two options: go into the service or go to college. I’ve always loved sports,
and I was very involved in athletics all my life. This country girl from Crossing
Green was always outside playing ball with her dad and brother. I also
played church league softball, I went to Hawhammock’s basketball church
camp, and I played at the rec. In high school, I played volleyball, softball,
basketball, and I obviously ran track. As I got older and thought about my
options, I hoped if I worked hard enough, I could get to the next level. When
Brewton-Parker offered me a track scholarship, I wanted to go there because
it was close to home. Plus, I wanted to get a taste of college and get some
experience competing at that level before I ventured further off.
How long did you stay there? What all did you accomplish, and
what came next for you?
Jonina: I was at BPC from Fall 2013 until Spring 2014. While I was
there, I was named Woman of the Year, and I made history when I qualified
for indoor and outdoor nationals. I really loved it there, but the next year,
the school was going through some accreditation stuff and my coach left. I
knew I had to find another school. The University of Mobile happened to be
in our conference. The coach from Mobile saw me run at conference. When
he heard I was looking to transfer, we started talking. I also talked to the
University of West Georgia. I ended up choosing Mobile because their offer
was better and the campus was nice. Also, the coach was new as was the
program, so I thought we could learn together. I arrived there in 2014, but
because I was transferring inside my conference, I had to sit out a year. I ran
unattached the first year, which basically allowed me to compete but not
with a school’s name on my chest. I ran the 2015-2016 and the 2016-2017 seasons as a Ram, then I graduated in December 2017 with a Bachelor of Science
in Psychology.
What was your experience at Mobile like?
Jonina: At first, it was a love-hate relationship. I loved the environment, but I hated how far from home it was. I will say I grew a lot as an individual. Through my teammates and coaches, it became a better experience,
one I wouldn’t trade for the world now. I learned so much about myself, and
being there, away from my parents, defined me as a person. I’m glad I stuck
it out. Going to Mobile was a good decision, and I got a degree for free.
Yet, your education still wasn’t complete, nor were your days
as an athlete finished. You went on to Bethune Cookman University in
Daytona Beach, Florida. Talk about that.
Jonina: Basically, as a result of my unattached year, I was in a
situation where I could transfer to another university and compete as a grad
student as I worked toward my master’s. The coach at Bethune knew I was in
a unique situation, so we talked about what I wanted to do for what would
technically be my senior year. He said I could do Bethune’s master’s program
and run my last year there. That was a no-brainer, but it was hard! Not to
say the competition wasn’t tough at my other schools, but at Bethune, I
ran against bigger, Division I schools. The schedule there was such a grind
between weights in the morning, team meetings, practices, traveling further
for meets than I had in the past, and classes at night. It took some time management skills, but I made it work at Bethune, just like I did at my previous
schools—and I’m glad. I’m still in the master’s program, and I’m currently the
graduate assistant coach for the Wildcats.
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You’ve mentioned self-growth as a product of your days of
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being a student-athlete. What exactly did you learn?
Jonina: That’s a really good question. I already had a lot of
determination going into college because I, as a person, want to be good
at everything I do, but I think college brought out a whole ‘nother level of
determination. I also learned not to settle, but most of all, I came to understand that it’s okay to not excel in everything you do. I learned that it’s okay
to give something your all, not get the outcome you wanted, and be proud
of yourself regardless.
But you had some moments that you did get the outcome you
hoped for. In 2015, you were the indoor long jump national champion
and a 3-time All-American. In 2016, you went to the outdoor long jump
national championship and were a 3-time All-American. That same
year, you were the indoor long jump runner-up and a 3-time All-American again. In 2017, you won another national championship, this time in
the 100m dash at the outdoors, and you were named an All-American
then, too. You were honored four times as USTFCCCA South Region
Field Athlete of the Year, and you etched yourself into the history books
at Brewton-Parker and Mobile several times over. Undoubtedly, there
were hurdles you had to overcome in the process?
Jonina: Oh, yeah. Building up to my first win at nationals, I had
just lost my grandmother, so even though I was ranked in the top 3 in 3
different events, I still had a hard time. I wore her birthstone necklace that
entire year, including that winning race. I put all of my motive into winning
for her. I pushed through it and brought a piece of my grandmother’s wants
back to Mobile with me. When I won, my family, coaches, and teammates
went crazy, but I just kind of went into shock. I also had to cut the triple
jump at nationals because I had an injury that was affecting my ability to
compete in that event, so that wasn’t good… And I guess the last obstacle
I had to overcome was when I arrived at Bethune. Indoor season was just
about to start, and I had to learn a whole new way of operating in terms of
practicing and stuff because I was at a different level. I had to play catch-up,
but it worked out and we had a good year.
With so many appearances at nationals and competing at
the Division I level, you ran against the best of the best, time and time
again—and you did extremely well. How did you manage?
Jonina: My biggest thought was that we’re all regular people
going up to the line. Either I was going to walk up there scared or go out
there knowing what I’d done in practice and just get it done. I knew what I
had practiced was what I wanted to do on the track, so I just put it all on me
rather than the competition. Certain times, I looked to see who was at the
line, but I tried to always focus on what time I wanted and thought of it like,
“Okay, these girls are going to help me get that time,” rather than, “Oh my
gosh, this girl is from LSU and that girl is from Ohio State.” I tried to make
every run about me, not the competition.

a phone call away. I couldn’t have accomplished everything I did without
them in my corner.
So, where are you at now and what are you doing?
Jonina: Since the fall of 2018, I’ve been the graduate assistant
coach for Bethune Cookman. That was part of the “deal” when I came here,
that when I finished my last year, I could continue studying in the master’s
program while staying with the track program as a grad assistant. I really
enjoy what I’m doing because I get to stay involved with the sport I love. It’s
different than running, for sure, but it’s cool to be able to see another side
of this sport I’ve never seen before. As a coach, I try to not be too uptight. I
know firsthand there’s a lot that goes on outside of athletics that can take a
toll on the athlete, so I just try to be that trustworthy, knowledgeable coach
who listens.
What does the future hold for you?
Jonina: Pretty soon, I’ll have a master’s degree in clinical mental
health counseling, but I really want to keep coaching. I feel like this gives me
a chance to give back to the sport and the coaches who helped me along the
way. So many coaches poured into me, and coaching lets me pour all that
back out. Ideally, I’ll get to help coach at another university or two to see
how different coaches run their programs. I want to have as much experience as possible in the coaching realm before I take over my own program
one day.
Any last words for your community?
Jonina: Just… Thank you. From the bottom of my heart, thank you
for always supporting me. Even when I wasn’t home, y’all followed me and
my journey on social media. I love Swainsboro and Crossing Green, and I’m
always looking forward to my next visit home.
Jonina is the 24-year-old daughter of Archie and Joanne Brinson.
She has one sibling, an older brother named Asa Brinson. “Jo,” as she’s called
by some, graduated from Swainsboro High School in 2013. In her free time, she
likes to hang out with her friends and travel. She credits Coach Yvette Mercer;
the girls of the Class of 2011 for taking her under their wings and showing
her the ropes in basketball and track; her family; and the late Coach Bobby
Andrews for much of her success. Most importantly, she gives all the glory to
God.

It seemed like every time you had success, whether it was
small or large, the support on Facebook was astounding. Did you realize
back then just how much people back home were rooting you on? What
was that like?
Jonina: Oh, yeah. It was awesome! I remember when the post
about me making history at Brewton-Parker started going around. It was
crazy, seeing how many people shared it! I knew right then Swainsboro had
my back. Even when I moved off to other schools, I had people messaging
me, asking when I had a meet nearby because they wanted to come watch.
People even messaged me just to tell me I was doing great and they were
happy for me. That’s the thing about home: everybody has your back. I love
it.
Mobile was about eight hours from home, and Bethune was
almost five hours away. How often did your parents get to come see you
and cheer you on?
Jonina: My parents have always gone above and beyond to make
sure they’re there for me, and part of that is having a good relationship
with my coaches. They didn’t just cheer me on; they were an active part of
my athletic life. They helped with the boosters, they got me to and from
practices, they held me accountable, they made sure I had what I needed,
no matter what… All that goes all the way back to high school. I remember
they had jumpsuits made with my name on them during basketball season!
Even though I was hours away after I left Brewton-Parker, they made every
effort to be there to support me when they could. My coach at Mobile actually scheduled some meets in Georgia just so they could come. Even when
they couldn’t be there physically, like when we went to nationals in Oregon
when I was a senior at Bethune, they watched on tv. They were always just
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From the time she took her first lesson at 3-years-old at a local
dance studio, Macy Reeves knew she wanted to spend the rest of her life on
stage. She finished high school and planned with absolute certainty to attend
one of the best dance schools in the country. Sure enough, she graduated
from that university, earned her spot in the competitive world of professional
dance, traveled the open seas, and has since relocated to the place all dancers
dream of going: New York City. Macy is still dancing at 39 and while she has
plenty of accomplishments to hang her hat on, her joy today comes from
being a wife and mother who has the rare opportunity to pass her knowledge
and passion on to the next generation of dancers.
Macy’s parents, The Honorable Judge Robert S. Reeves and Mrs.
Daisy Reeves, raised her and her two brothers, Scott and Chris, in Swainsboro.
While she was a junior at David Emanuel Academy, she attended a dance
convention in Atlanta one weekend. There, she learned about Oklahoma City
University, whose Ann Lacy School of American Dance and Entertainment is
celebrated for producing some of the world’s best professional performers.
Macy’s heart immediately fixated itself on the school. She visited the campus
on spring break and watched a few auditions, and on the plane ride home, she
told her mom with serious resolve that she’d be in Oklahoma City after she
graduated high school.
A year later, during spring break of her senior year, Macy auditioned at OCU and was immediately accepted. She graduated from DEA in
1998 and sure enough, come that fall, she was living out the first part of her
life’s dream. She moved to OCU that fall and pledged to Gamma Phi Beta.
Four years later, in 2002, she graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance
Performance.
“Dancing has always been my passion. I figured if I could do that as
a professional job, why do anything else? OCU has the best dance program
in the nation. I think 45 percent of the Rockettes today are products of OCU.
They had a good graduation rate and a good hiring rate for professional
dancers. Their reputation reeled me in, and going there truly was a fantastic
experience,” Macy explained. “Going to OCU increased my knowledge and love
for dance and performing. At the same time, I got a solid, worldly education. I
wouldn’t be where I am today had I gone somewhere else.”
All her studying started paying dividends just a month after she
graduated. She began working for Royal Caribbean International, dancing and
singing on various ships, including the Grandeur of the Seas and Voyager of the
Seas. She cruised the world for two and a half years, then went all-in with her
career.
In 2005, Macy
moved to Astoria, a
Queens neighborhood
just outside Manhattan,
but she continued to
travel for work. For the
next five years, she did
regional theater work,
returning to the city
intermittently to audition and take classes.
In the years since, she

Macy Reeves
Strimple
How a small-town girl danced her way to the Big Apple
by HALEI LAMB
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has taken the stage to perform
innumerable times. She has
played part in approximately 10
titled shows as well as countless
unpaid gigs for charities in the
city or favors for friends.
Of course, being a
dancer in a city like New York
is not for the faint of heart.
The competition is fierce, and
performers are a dime a dozen.
“The biggest challenge is knowing when you audition for a job,
there are at least 500 other
women—not including men!—
who want the exact same job as
you. Even if you’re auditioning for
a supporting role instead of the
lead, there is so much competition. Living the life of a dancer,
you have to get used to being
turned down.”
Macy, however, is lucky in that she had a great instructor who
prepared her for the dog-eat-dog world she competes in today. She credits
Southern Dance Connection’s Melonie Thompson for teaching her how to love
dancing and how to work hard at it. Melonie also taught Macy the importance
of respecting her craft, and she has learned to be humble in her greatness.
Being southern and courteous have helped her, too; those qualities have distinguished her from other dancers many times. Most importantly, Macy has,
over the years, developed the thick skin required of a dancer, and she’s learned
how to be professional, thanks to the experiences she’s had, dating back to
her days at OCU all the way to her most recent gigs.
Of course, she’s holding out hope for one call. Broadway is the
dream for every dancer in the world, and Macy is no exception. She is, however, realistic. “At my age, the likelihood of getting that phone call before I stop
dancing dwindles a little unless they’re looking for an ‘older’ dancer. I do have
great genes. I look younger than I actually am, so there’s still hope! Dancing
on Broadway isn’t number one on the priority list at this point in my life, but
to say I did it… That’d be pretty awesome.”
So, what is number one on her priority list? Maintaining the life she
has created for herself in one of the United States’ biggest cities. For a smalltown transplant like Macy, doing that could’ve been difficult. For her, it has
been easy, thanks to her upbringing. Her parents, she says, gave her a great
childhood, one so joyful that when she reminisced about it, she became emotional. That childhood, in turn, would transcend into the ability to be happy
as an adult. Judge Reeves and Mrs. Reeves also encouraged Macy to follow her
dreams, even if it meant their daughter would live thousands of miles apart
from them.
“As much as I loved Swainsboro and as much as I loved my family,
we all knew there was a lot more I needed to do in my life,” Macy said. “I
wanted to see the world and go do things… They wanted that for me, too.
That means a lot to me, especially now that I’m a parent.”
Her own family is a huge part of the story, and it started with her
meeting her now-husband, Ian Strimple, on her first day at OCU back in ’98.
The two didn’t date in college but had mutual friends, so they lost touch after
graduation. As fate would have it, they ran into each other at a party in New
York City seven years later in 2009, and the rest is history. Macy and Ian married in 2015 at First United Methodist Church in Swainsboro, and they added a
daughter, Melonie, whose namesake is none other than Macy’s favorite dance
instructor, to their family in 2018. In March 2020, the Strimples will welcome
their next child, whom they are opting to not find out the gender of.
“Ian came from an upbringing similar to my own. He was raised in
Enid, Oklahoma, which is about the same as Swainsboro. We very much want
to raise our kids the way we were raised. Here in New York, you can’t walk
down the street and know everybody on the block like you do back home,
right? But I think we’ve done a really good job creating our own version of
that here in the city where everything happens so fast,” she explained. “Being
raised in Swainsboro gave me a barometer of how I wanted to raise my family.
There are certain things I want my children to know or have. I always had
people in my life that I knew I could count on, a community, if you will. Ian
and I have tried to make sure that’s possible for our kids, too. We want them
to understand how important it is to be kind to others, which we learned in

our small towns. I guess that’s
kind of the theme for us… We
want them to have that same
upbringing in a big place. It
might seem impossible, but
it’s really not as long as both
parents are working together to
do it like we are.”
Not only is Ian on the
same page as her in regard to
the lifestyle she wants for her
children, he’s supportive of all
her endeavors. The classically
trained singer and actor hails
from a performance-oriented
family himself, so he knows and
loves the industry as well as
anyone. He has been and continues to be Macy’s biggest fan.
When a gig requires her to go on
the road, he has her back.
Macy does have a
“regular” job, so she doesn’t have to leave as often as she did prior to getting
married. On the day she graduated college, her grandfather had a stroke. She
spent the next few months helping him rehabilitate with physical therapy.
She knew then that she didn’t solely want to perform. She felt a calling to
help people recover from illnesses and injuries, so she re-enrolled in college. In
2011, she graduated from The Swedish Institute College of Health Sciences in
New York City with an associate degree in occupational studies and massage therapy. Macy currently practices at her own parlor, Southern Healing.
Starting in 2017, she had the privilege of servicing top runners from the Boston
Marathon, the Olympics, and world recordholders.
In addition, in 2008, she started teaching tap and jazz to young
children in her area at Sol Dance, Broadway Dance Studio, and, most recently,
Dance Matters in Queens. Macy has also been head judge and national convention choreographer for Platinum Performance Dance Arts.
As if her plate wasn’t full enough, she stays active with two nonprofit organizations, Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS and OCUNYC. The
first helps men, women, and children across the country and across the street
receive life-saving medications, healthcare, nutritious meals, counseling, and
emergency financial assistance. Broadway Cares also helps dancers who have
fallen on hard times. The second is a New York City chapter of OCU’s alumni
association. Macy helped found OCUNYC 15 years ago, and the group hosts
students during spring break to give them vocal, dance, and interview lessons
as well as an authentic experience of life in the city after graduation.
Between dancing professionally, entrepreneurship, teaching, and
volunteering, she hardly has time to come home. She and Ian rotate going
home for Christmas and Thanksgiving every year, but she refuses to miss her
paternal family’s annual Fourth of July celebration. When she does make the
trip back home, being in Swainsboro is a sweet reminder of the leap of faith
she took so many years ago and how well it has worked out for her.
“Everyone wants to do something they enjoy. I’ve loved dance since
I was little, and it’s still mind-blowing to me that I get to live this life. It’s hard
work, but it’s the only thing I’ve ever wanted to do. There’s not another job, or
life for that matter, that would make me this happy,” Macy said. “Part of what
I love about New York is the city never sleeps. There’s always something to do.
As someone who wants to be involved, that’s great.”
Macy doesn’t have a plan for the future—other than to keep on
living. She hopes to continue making a difference in her students’ lives. If
Broadway calls, great! If not, she’ll be content making sure she and her family
are happy.
To her loved ones back home, she wants to say thanks. “Thank you
for always being a giving and caring community. As someone who was raised
there not just by one family but by many, it’s great to know that I can call on
anyone at any given time and they’ll try their best to help. It is so nice to know
you’re loved, no matter how far away you are,” she said. “If you’re thinking
about leaving to chase your dreams, do it! Go for it! You can always go back
home if you need to, so don’t be scared. Know that our community will have
your back, just like they have mine.”
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Mary Bragg

Hitting all the high notes

Interview conducted by Halei Lamb

as an artist? What makes Nashville so special?
Mary: It’s a song town. The song always
wins here. The goal isn’t necessarily show business; the point is to write great songs and I love
the spirit around that, which is that every day,
you wake up knowing you are one of hundreds of
people, if not thousands of people, sitting around
living rooms and studios all across the city chasing down the same thing, which is a really great
song. I feel an immense amount of joy when I’m
writing. There’s this beautiful, brief moment
when you know you’re onto something, and I
think that’s why I love Nashville so much, that it
supports that quest.

Talk about going up like a crescendo!
Mary Bragg, daughter of Ennis and Lei Bragg,
grew up in Swainsboro. She graduated from
Swainsboro High in 2000 and journeyed to
Athens to study journalism and voice at the
University of Georgia with hopes of becoming a
writer and singer. Turns out, she’s got the best
of both worlds. In this interview, Mary gives the
scoop on the road to stardom and what her life
is like today.
Let’s start with the beginning… How
did you initially get into singing?
Mary: Well, my whole family sings,
so I was just following suit. I started singing in
church, then in school, baseball games, pageants—anywhere, essentially. I’m so grateful
for the many years I had to learn from Charles
Doster and Sharon Weatherford, who taught
when I was in elementary school and high
school, respectively. Singing in school choruses,
trio, and church choirs from essentially birth to
18 trained my ear to be ready for the challenge I
was about to get at Georgia.
How did studying music prepare you
for a career in singing?
Mary: I did the joint enrollment program at East Georgia College, so when I got to
Georgia, I had a head start on my core curriculum and was able to get right to the stuff I really
cared about. I knew I wanted to be a singer, but
I wanted to write songs, too, so I eventually
changed my major to journalism so I could learn
more about storytelling; I ended up minoring in
music. Going to Georgia made for a wonderfully
thorough, exciting college experience, and it was
illuminating in areas I needed to learn about.
Studying voice in college was really just a continuation of the study I had started back home in
Swainsboro. I was taught how to sing well and
correctly with power and dynamics. I’ve gone
through various chapters of my life as a singer,
and I always go back to those moments in school
where my teachers in both Swainsboro and Athens taught me the fundamentals, like holding
my posture, using my diaphragm, breathing very
deeply, getting a good night’s sleep, not singing
on a full stomach or an empty stomach… All of
those things are tricks of the trade you won’t
necessarily learn outside of school.
What was life like after college?
Mary: In 2004, I moved to New York
City and took a full-time day job as an executive
assistant on Wall Street. It was a pretty wild
transition, but I loved it so much, and I started
developing my skills as a songwriter on the side.
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You’ve had lots of success since you
arrived in Music City. You’ve been featured in
NPR Music, Rolling Stone, you’ve had 4 million
plays on Spotify, and you won the Chris Austin
Songwriting Contest at MerleFest in 2017. Who
are some of the people you draw inspiration
from and why?

I lived there for 10 years, working, playing shows
all around town, making records, and sometimes
touring until I moved to Nashville.
Shed a little light on that. When did
you relocate to Nashville, and what has it
been like?
Mary: I moved here December 29,
2013 and since then, I’ve been a full-time touring
singer-songwriter, and gosh, it’s such a joy! It’s
not an easy business, but I love it, and I wouldn’t
trade it for the world. Early on, I worked on cultivating relationships around town, and I tried really hard to learn from other people about how
they made their way in the music business. In the
first year, I did a little touring but mostly focused
on writing and co-writing. My touring life has
accelerated quite a bit since then. I’ve played
hundreds of shows all over the country, and I’ve
written hundreds of songs. I’ve had cuts with
artists like Michaela Anne, Jesse Terry, U.K. artist
Beth Rowley, Swedish artist The Mayries, and I
even had a song in the new documentary about
the famous Bluebird Cafe. I’ve released three
albums in the last few years: Edge of This Town,
Lucky Strike, and Violets as Camouflage, which
came out in March. It has been a progression of
study, hard work, and a whole lot of patience—
but it’s worth it. It’s an absolute dream to get to
do what I do.
Everybody knows Nashville is the
headquarters for country music, but there
are countless musicians who put it all on the
line, give up their day jobs and move there, all
in the name of chasing a dream. That might
seem risky to people not in the trenches of the
music business. What was the appeal for you

Mary: Patty Griffin, Lucinda Williams,
Guy Clark… People who are incredible songwriters and singers who deliver album after album of
material about the real-life stuff.
Do you have any mentors in town
who’ve influenced your work?
Mary: Some of the most influential
people I’ve met are other songwriters who are
much further along in their careers than I am.
They are, in many cases, number one writers who
have been through the rigmarole of the music
business as it has changed so much through
the years. People like Steve Seskin, Don Henry… They’re such smart writers who are always
looking for the best song in the room, and they’re
not going to compromise. They’re not going to
chase down what’s trendy or the hottest song
on the radio right now. The writers who make
the best impact over the course of their lives are
the ones who focus on the work alone, not what
happens on the commerce side. Music is art, and
you can’t consider commerce before the art. The
people who prioritize that like Steve and Don and
all the others I mentioned—those are the kinds of
people I try to emulate in my career. If I ever get
to the level (or even close to the level) of writing
and career accomplishments they’ve gotten to, I
would be an extremely happy camper.
What’s the key to writing a good
song? What’s your secret?
Mary: I have found that it is incredibly
important for me to remain true to my own life
story when I’m in the midst of writing. I try to remember to be honest with myself and honest in
my songs. I make a better impact that way versus
if I’m not honest. That also boils down to who I
am as a singer and a person and a performer. If

I try to be someone else, that doesn’t
serve me well.
You’ve obviously found your
niche in songwriting, but you’ve also
got a proven track record as an artist.
Can you describe the first time you
heard yourself on the airwaves?
Mary: Oh, for sure! The
first time I heard myself on the radio
was here in Nashville. It was “Lucky
Strike,” the same song that won the
songwriting contest. It was surreal!
It was a real trip and a joy to hear my
own work coming through the stereo
after so many years of working to make
it happen. I’ve had a whole bunch of
songs on the radio all over the U.S.
since then. As cool as that is, perhaps
what was the weirdest, most wonderful moment was being on the BBC in
England. I don’t have the BBC locally in
Nashville, so I was streaming the show
online and they were playing my song
over in the U.K. That was awesome! I’m
actually touring right now in the U.K.
and Ireland.
That part of your career,
touring, must come with some demands. Is it tough?
Mary: Spending so much
time on the road? Yeah, that can be
challenging. I’m on the road for several
weeks at a time, and that involves a lot
of driving, a lot of time at sound checks,
selling merchandise, sleeping in cheap
hotel rooms. The great part about that,
though, is I get to see the Swainsboros
of other states across America. Just like
I play big cities, I play wonderful small

towns that remind me a whole lot of home.
Are there any other challenges you have to navigate as a singer/songwriter?
Mary: Definitely. I think the single hardest part is when you can’t see past what’s in front of you,
when there’s not much assurance from the outside world that what you’re doing is going to work out in the
end. The thing I have to be reminded about most is that even when you don’t see what the outcome is going
to be, even when you can’t see how your work is going to make a difference in the world or make someone’s
day better—you can be the person that decides to continue to do the work because you know what you do is
important. Just when you really need it, someone approaches you after a show in tears and tells you how much
your songs mean to them. In that moment, you know there really is value in your work. That makes every hard
moment worth it.
How did being raised in Swainsboro prepare you for the trying times of your career?
Mary: Well, growing up in Emanuel County definitely instilled in me a sense of understanding what’s
important in life. That ties into everything my life is about these days: community, family, learning, doing good
work, working hard… I also grew up a dreamer. Everybody I ever dealt with back home made me feel like I could
really go after my dreams. I was surrounded by people who believed in me and helped me believe in myself.
Those are all things I keep in mind when I feel stuck or frustrated.
So, what’s next for Mary Bragg?
Mary: The chapter I’m in right now is a new one; international touring and producing for other artists
is a tall order, and I want to make sure I do a good job. I’m also continuing to write and release my own music.
Do you think you’ll come home for good?
Mary: That is a hard question! I think I’ll stay in Nashville for the foreseeable future. As much as I love
Swainsboro, my work is here. I think I’m going to stick to Music City for a good, long while.
What advice, if any, do you have for other dreamers from Emanuel like yourself?
Mary: Now, that’s simple! If you have a desire to find out what your life would look like in another
city, go for it. See what the world has to offer you, but most importantly, see what you have to offer the world.
Sometimes, I think it takes us getting out of our own habits to see what might be possible. In the end, more
often than not, the risk of leaving is so, so worth it.
Mary has three siblings: Ennis, Leila, and Ira. She says family, including extended, is super important to
her. She enjoys coming home to visit her parents’ house; watching Georgia football games with her fellow Bulldogs
(her parents and sister); riding horses with her niece, Anna Lei; and making a trip to the Coleman House before
leaving again for Tennessee. When she has down time at home in Nashville, she enjoys reading, running, going to
the movies, cooking, and hosting a gratitude dinner series called Grateful Girlfriends. Mary also volunteers with
Girls Write Nashville, a 501(c)3 organization that helps middle and high school girls use songwriting and mentorship to empower students. Additionally, Mary has linked up with Soldiers Songs and Voices, another nonprofit,
which exists to provide instruments and songwriting lessons free
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Tekerra Branch

FILLING HER CUP
Interview conducted by Halei Lamb

After almost 2 decades spent in classrooms, Tekerra Branch can finally say
she’s done with school and is anxious to get to work! The ECI, UGA, and South University alum recently passed her boards and tacked on “PharmD” behind her name.
In this interview, she describes the work it took and what her life will look like in the
near future.
Tekerra, first and foremost, explain why you picked Georgia.
Tekerra: My initial plan was to pursue engineering. Georgia Tech is one of
the top engineering schools, but I didn’t get accepted, which was a blessing in disguise. UGA was my second choice, and it just so happens my family loves the Dawgs!
We’re huge Georgia fans. Once I saw that acceptance letter, I couldn’t say no. I mean,
it was UGA! This small-town country girl coming from a town with one redlight
where her middle and high schools are combined into one small school, separated
only by one hall, was going to Athens, where the university itself is bigger than Twin
City! I was ecstatic and a bit nervous. I was proud of myself, and I knew that I was
making my family and others proud as well. It’s also one of the top schools in the
state—heck, the nation even! I wanted to stay close here so I could keep my HOPE
Scholarship, so choosing UGA over other schools was a no-brainer once I got accepted.
Walk us through the road to pharmacy school. What steps did
you take in your undergraduate studies to actualize your dream
of becoming a pharmacist?
Tekerra: Once I got to UGA, I decided to pursue engineering there. I took a few classes for that major and decided it was boring, that I didn’t want to spend the rest of my
life doing that. I did a little research and found pharmacy.
I pretty much had my mind made up, but I wanted to
be sure, so I shadowed a pharmacist at Twin City Drug
Company, Mr. Lee Rountree, the summer after my
freshman year. After that, I knew I was on the right
road. I switched my major to biology to complete the
pre-requisites for pharmacy school. I graduated in
December 2015 with a Bachelor of Science in Biology.
What about pharmacy appealed to you?
Tekerra: I’ve always enjoyed helping others. In
high school, I tutored friends and family. Growing
up, I always helped my neighbors and the elderly. (I
did lots of volunteer work in undergrad, too.) Having
that skill and enjoyment is a key point in pharmacy.
Also, many of my family members take medications
for common diseases. I felt like becoming a pharmacist would make me easily accessible for them if they
had questions. Pharmacy also pays extremely well and
it’s not back-breaking work, so those are bonus points,
too!
Why did you choose South University for
grad school?
Tekerra: After graduating from UGA, I applied
to South University’s School of Pharmacy. The school
itself is in Savannah, so that was nice. The program is
accelerated compared to others, meaning it only takes 3
years to complete your pharmacy degree at South whereas
other programs require 4 years. I’m glad I went to South because I started there in June 2016 and finished my Doctorate
of Pharmacy in June 2019.
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Describe the requirements that followed.

Tekerra: So after I graduated, I still had 3 board exams to pass before I could
be licensed and start working as a pharmacist. I completed those just last month; I was
licensed on October 16, 2019, hallelujah!
Tell us about some of the struggles you had along the way.

Tekerra: I have a love/hate relationship with studying! The workload wasn’t
hard… I just hated studying! I did what I had to do, though, and finished with a 3.6
GPA. Thank God I had some good friends cheering me on. I made some lifelong
friends/family during pharmacy school, especially the people in my fraternity. I call
them my “pharmily.” Of course, I can’t forget my blood family that had my back all
those years, either.
If you had to name three adults, role models, if you will, who kept you
going, who were they?
Tekerra: First and foremost, my mom. She had me at a young age, but she
didn’t let that stop her dreams. I watched her re-start college after some 10 years of
sitting out. She graduated with high honors from both East Georgia and Georgia Southern, all while maintaining a household with a husband and two kids and working. I’ve
always looked up to her and admired her work ethic. That’s where I get my smarts and drive
for success. She never accepted anything but the best from me, and I’m grateful for that.
Secondly, my stepfather… I couldn’t have asked for a better father. He’s literally the hardest-working person I’ve ever known. I’ve watched this man work hard day in and day out to provide for
our family and help out other family members and friends, and he has the biggest heart! Growing up around
someone like that has an effect on you, and it made me want to work hard at everything I did so I can always get whatever I want or need.
Last but certainly not least is my godmother, Phyllis Dixon. She’s the mother of my best friend, so I’ve known her for about 13 years now. She
took me in as if I was her own daughter and never treated me differently. She’s also very successful herself. She was an RN for many years and once
headed the ICU at Emanuel Medical Center. I watched her go back to school and further her education to become a family nurse practitioner. She loves
her job and helping others, and I love that about her.
Having these dedicated, hard-working, ambitious individuals around me and throughout my life, especially during pharmacy school, really
helped steer me in the right direction. They helped make me who I am today.
What are some of your goals?

Tekerra: I’ve already accomplished one of my main goals, which was obtaining my degree and finishing school. My next goal is to get a job obviously and become a great pharmacist and leader in my community, which I plan to give back to in some way. I love Twin City. It’s small and quiet, but I
think we need something here for enjoyment instead of having to go out of town. I also want to start a scholarship at ECI and give back to the Candace
Canady Memorial Scholarship, which I received as a senior in high school.
You made your time in high school count. You were part of several clubs, finished at the top of your class, made history with the Lady
Bulldog basketball team… You clearly had the right mindset and that transitioned into college, but how do you think you’ve changed from
your formative years to now?
Tekerra: I definitely enjoyed my time at ECI. I’ve got so many memories to cherish! As far as how I’m different now, for starters, I’m not as
dependent on my parents. I’m much more mature and independent now. I don’t let minor things like hear-say
get to me. I’m more focused on my life goals and future more than ever today.
If you had to give any advice to students about life after high school, what
would it be?
Tekerra: Don’t settle, stay focused, and go do what you love! Good things don’t
come easily, so it’s going to take hard work, determination, and dedication. Surround yourself with positive, uplifting people who encourage you. I see a lot of
young kids around here getting into gang activity or into trouble. There’s so
much more to life than that! We all have potential to be great, so go be great!
Don’t hinder yourself. Set realistic goals and achieve them. Ask for help if you
need to; you never know who’s willing to help out. I know college isn’t for
everyone, so don’t think you have to go that route. There’s nothing wrong
with taking up a trade. Whatever you do—remain focused, work hard, and
do what you think is best for you.
What, if anything, do you want to say to your community?
Tekerra: I think it’s time for us to get more involved with our
youth. We are the role models and examples they see. If we want our kids
and young family members to be great and do great things, it starts with
us. We need to talk and interact with them more. These young kids are the
future of our community and if we want better, we have to do better.
Tekerra is the 26-year-old daughter of Greg and Kathy Jordan of Twin City
as well as Brian Johnson of Millen. She graduated third in her class from Emanuel
County Institute in 2011. She is looking forward to marrying her fiancée, Fabian Maple, whom you can read more about on page 22, in 2020. They hope to start
a family a year or two after that.
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Tim Redding Jr.
A DRIVE FOR SUCCESS

by WHITLEY CLIFTON

Here in America, there’s a beautiful, open road to success—and if you’ve got a
good-looking, fast car to ride in, you’ll probably have a great time driving down that highway. Tim Redding Jr., the 38-year-old son of Tim Redding Sr. and Robyn Meglin, has driven it
himself, and if you’re looking for a vehicle to take your joy ride in, well, he’s your guy.
Tim attended David Emanuel Academy and graduated in 2000. He has since attended college, married, and started a family, all while successfully making a go at one of
America’s oldest and top industries. He currently manages Redding Swainsboro Ford and
Dublin Ford Lincoln.
When Tim is asked about his journey on the highway to success, he responds with
humble and heartfelt answers. Honesty, setting standards, and having respect and enthusiasm, according to him, are critical parts of his profession.
“Honesty is so important, and I hold myself to that standard. No lying is allowed.
My dad has always taught me to do my best, period. He also taught me to not just do what
you’re asked—but all that you can. If you do more than expected, you will always be successful,” Tim said. “My mother has also instilled the trait of independence within me. She
instructed me to not rely on others for what I can do myself and to always do what is right.
If you have the opportunity to help someone, do it.”
Tim’s career began following his return home from Mercer University, where he
attended one and a half years after his high school graduation.
“I attended Mercer on a golf scholarship and played for a year and a half before I
transferred to East Georgia College and then to Georgia Southern University,” he explained.
While living back in his hometown of Metter, Tim worked at his father’s place of business, Metter Ford. That’s not to imply that he
was just handed the job. He worked for it, working in all areas of the biz, gaining experience to become the successful businessman he is
today.
“After transferring back home, I continued my education with a focus on business management. While attending school, I worked
at the Metter business and did almost every job at the dealership. From details to sales, I stayed actively involved while working part-time
and attending school. I learned a lot from this, and my coworkers became more like family,” Tim said.
After his stint at Metter Ford, Tim and his family eventually re-located to the Pooler area so he could take on a job in the same
field. He continued to flourish, so much so that he eventually began managing Dublin Ford Lincoln in 2015 and managing Swainsboro Ford
Lincoln in 2017. Tim and family moved to Dublin in July 2015, and they’ve been there ever since. He says they love the nearby town. “My
family love’s it here, and the community has embraced my wife and kids, which is very important. We have also found a wonderful church,
and the daily commute from work to home allows me to be there for my family more promptly. Family is everything.”
Though he is now a resident of Laurens County, Tim is adamant that his connection to Swainsboro and Metter is so strong that it
feels as if he never left “home.” In fact, Redding still frequents the area quite often and can be found at Swainsboro Ford at least two to
three days per week as he juggles a busy daily schedule.
“I spend at least the first 30 minutes of every day meeting with staff before checking all accounts and numbers for both business
locations. I then address any inventory issues we might have. This wraps up the better half of my mornings, and I spend a small amount of
time for lunch,” Redding said. Within his 15- to 20-minute lunch break, Redding refuels his energy and spends time watching training videos
to better his business strategies.
The next part of his day is what Tim describes as “Grind Time.” From lunch until approximately 3 p.m. daily, Tim uses his energy
to look for strategies to push sales and make deals happen so he and his employees are prepared for the afternoon drop-in shoppers and
potential customers. In addition, he also trains one-on-one with sales team members, assists with closing each day, and addresses any
issues at hand. “I try to lead by example. From reviewing vendor agreements, signing checks, and assisting with payroll, my goal is to run
the two businesses with open doors and to keep customers satisfied at all times,” Tim commented. “I also attend at least one meeting per
week such as Rotary or business after hours hosted by local chambers, interview potential individuals to fill any employment vacancies, and
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review sponsorships regularly.”
With such a busy schedule, Redding still manages time to swing by the gym at least three times per week. He, of course, prioritizes
his family life first. “My wife, Christen, and my sons, Timothy Edward III and Maverick, are my greatest joys in life. Christen is an amazing
woman, and having her and her love has been a huge aspect in my life as we watch our kids, who are 5 and 3 respectively, grow to be great
young men. Having my family’s support is my biggest joy.”
Ask anybody who has driven down Success Highway and they’ll tell you there are bumps in the pavement, sharp curves, and occasional roadblocks. It’s just life. Tim, though, has figured out how to maneuver those setbacks in a suave manner, just like any good businessman.
“I’d have to say the biggest struggle I face deals with staffing and training. Finding the right staff and having that staff trained in a
timely and effective manner is important to any business. I’m constantly revamping our training processes so that each business team at
each location are effective and up to date with the latest knowledge within the business. This industry is always changing, so having the
correct regulations to keep up with the auto industry as a whole is very vital for success.”
Other factors that contribute to Redding’s success are found where all worries melt away: home. “From my time as a fifth grader
at DEA throughout my senior year, my
teachers, parents, and the community
have had a huge impact on me. From
this, I have learned to apply my best effort, to be open to learning and studying
for further knowledge, and to remain
truthful. These principles have stuck with
me since my youth and have played a
key role in any maintained and continued
success of mine.”
In addition to his Emanuel
County school, Tim has a list of other role
models who helped make him the man
he is now.
“First and foremost, Jesus is my
main role model. He saved me and for
that, I give time to Him each day through
reading devotionals and saying a prayer.
I go to Him for advice and protection.
Others I consider to be major role models
in my life are my parents, who I mentioned earlier, as well as Bill and Vicki
Brakebill, Henry Ford, Bob Merchin,
and Michael and Larry Guido.”
When asked what his next
steps are in life, Tim anticipates the
day of being dealer principal of multiple dealerships, taking both of his current business to the next level in both
sales and service, and continuing to be
a top-rated dealer that his community
can be proud of.
When asked for advice for
others considering leaving Swainsboro, Tim said, “Don’t forget where
you came from and always maintain
those connections; you will need
them, whether you know it or not.
Secondly, always remember who was
there to help you. Lastly, if you do
leave, take those small-town principles you have learned with you. Those
principles are what will make you
stand out in life.”

FOUR
THINGS
YOU
PROBABLY
DIDN’T
KNOW
ABOUT
TIM

1. Did you know Tim
has written and recorded
hip-hop songs in Nashville and
Atlanta? It’s true! He is known
as Second Timothy in the music
world and has completed six
songs. He also has two more
written and ready to be recorded!
2. Tim has driven a car
at 190 MPH. It was a Mustang
Shelby GT350, and he drove it
at an air strip.
3. Tim idolizes Henry
Ford because he did so much for
the auto industry and the world
with his inventions. Henry Ford
has been one of Tim’s role models since he was a teen, and he
says he has learned a lot about
the industry through studying
Henry’s life.
4. While in college,
he got an A in a class he only
attended in person for one day
out of the semester.
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Some folks are born for the city life. Trey Cox,
who is now a web designer for the U.S. House of Representatives in Washington D.C., is one of them. He
used his innate love for art to get his foot in the
working world, taught himself the ins and outs
of graphic design, enrolled in college courses,
built an impressive resumé, and landed
himself and his family of four in our nation’s
capital doing what he loves. He set his goals
high early on and achieved every one of them, all in the
hopes of giving his family the absolute best life has to
offer.
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by HALEI LAMB

“I still remember the day I got the phone call and
was offered the job,” the 30-year-old said. “It was
so surreal. My wife, Heather, worked across town
and I knew I had to go tell her! I had worked so
hard for my family. It’s like all of my work paid off
in the best way imaginable. We were excited to
move, and I was ready to take that next step in my
career.”
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That life-changing phone call happened sometime
in late 2017. By the end of that year, Trey, Heather,
and their oldest son, Carter Cash, now 3-yearsold, had moved into their new home up north. The
Swainsboro High Class of 2007 alumni started his new
job in January 2018 and has, in typical Trey Cox fashion,
been impressing ever since. Of course, the journey to
Washington is worth recounting just as much as the successes he has amassed since he arrived there.
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“I’ve always enjoyed art, design, and technology, so venturing
into the media design field was the perfect way to merge the three
into an enjoyable and rewarding career,” Trey offered. Choosing to do so
has been a fruitful decision.

Trey started his career in the design field at Metter Graphics in 2011. There, he designed t-shirts and vinyls. He says that job was a great way to get his
feet wet, but his heart yearned for more.
After a couple years in Metter, he transitioned to The Forest-Blade in Swainsboro. Hired as a graphic designer for the newspaper, he designed advertisements and editorial layouts. Trey also introduced a few innovative promotional ideas during his time with the company, like Hot Lap, Did You Know?, and Carter
Gets A House, an illustrated children’s book. He credits The Blade for giving him the opportunity to grow and learn as both a designer and professional. Along the
way, he enrolled in Full Sail University.
He remained with The Blade until he accepted his current job. “I originally started at the House of Representatives as a contractor, working for a private company that had a contract with the U.S. government to supply a web designer,” Trey said. He was told going into the job that it might be a bit difficult to
get on as a federal employee, but he disproved the idea when he was offered a job as an employee of the U.S. House of Representatives just six months later. “I
was told that it was the quickest anyone had ever moved over from private contractor to federal employee in my office, House Information Systems.”
As such, he works with the offices of U.S. representatives. He has direct contact with every congressional office of the House. Typically, he collaborates
with staff, communication directors, and chiefs of staff to create beautiful, modern websites for members of Congress of the lower chamber. He’s worked with
hundreds of officers and even met dozens of members of Congress. For a federal politics enthusiast like Trey, it’s the ideal gig. He gets to engage with powerful
people on a daily basis, which is an opportunity he otherwise wouldn’t have if he didn’t work on Capitol Hill.
“I recently redesigned and built the new speaker.gov website. I actually worked directly with the Office of the Speaker of the House to do this. I was
able to visit Speaker Pelosi’s office and meet with her staff during the course of the project.”
Another project of note had Trey draw a caricature for Representative Greg Pence, brother of current Vice President Mike Pence, who held that same
office just a few years ago. According to the artist, Rep. Pence loved his creation.
If you visit the Green New Deal web page for Representative Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez to learn about the climate proposal, you’ll be viewing another
Trey Cox masterpiece.
He also created the House floor’s “Current Votes” graphic. This visual is displayed on a large screen for the media during House votes. Trey designed
the corresponding website that provides the media with information about current and upcoming votes on the House floor as well.
In addition, he’s had the privilege of voting on the House floor using the equipment used by House members. Any time the House updates or performs
maintenance on the voting system, employees like Trey get to test the equipment; he has done this twice so far.
“Opportunities like these contribute to my love of the job. I honestly don’t even feel like I’m working most of the time because I enjoy it so much! It
feels so great knowing the work I’m doing is actually making a difference for our country in its own way.”
For his work, he was recently nominated for an Employee Excellence Award. He was also recognized at the U.S. Capitol by the House Chief Administrative Officer Phil Kiko.
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Even after he punches the timeclock, his internal drive for greatness
never stops. He pushed himself academically and graduated from Full Sail in
March 2019 as salutatorian of his class, receiving multiple student excellence
awards along the way. He now holds both a Bachelor of Science in Graphic Design and a Master of Fine Arts in Media Design.
“I was lucky enough to be able to get my college education from one
of the top art schools in the country,” Trey commented. “Full Sail is top-notch. It
offers some of the best opportunities for students in terms of updated technology and resources to excel.”
Trey added another tool to his belt when he taught himself how to
code. Working with websites every day inspired him to expand his knowledge in
that particular field, so he’s branched away from just design work to now doing
lots of programming. He’s currently working on a few iOS and Android apps that
will be released soon on the App Store and Google Play. Some of the languages
he’s learned include HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Swift, Dart, Python, and C#.
As much as he loves working and as phenomenal as he is at his job,
Trey’s family is his greatest joy. His wife, Heather, has always been his number
one fan; he says she is supportive of any endeavor he chooses to pursue, so her
unwavering support and excitement when the D.C. job presented itself came as
no surprise. “Heather, Carter, and my new son, Lincoln Harris, are my world. I
love them more than I could ever describe. They make everything worth it. Everything I do is for them, and I wouldn’t trade it for anything else in the universe.”
The Cox Family now lives just outside of the District of Columbia in
Woodbridge, Virginia—and they’re thoroughly enjoying it. Northern Virginia, Trey
says, is a beautiful place with everything in arm’s reach. As an Apple fanboy, he
takes great pleasure in having five Apple Stores within 30 miles. The scores of
Starbucks certainly is a bonus, too. “The only negative is the traffic. I used to be
able to travel from Adrian to Swainsboro in about 15 minutes. It would probably
take an hour to go that far with the traffic we have up here, so I usually take the
Virginia Railway Express to work.”
So far, Trey and his family haven’t had any desire to move back home.
While he thinks Swainsboro is great, he had a specific vision for his children. He
wanted to give them the best opportunities. A city like Washington provides
that. Northern Virginia has some of the top schools in the country, and Trey and
Heather intend to use that advantage for their sons. In Trey’s words, Carter and
Lincoln deserve it.
The Coxes returned home for Christmas in 2019, but prior to that, they
hadn’t been back to Emanuel County in 11 months. “Since I’m so far away, I prefer
to fly back and forth to Georgia. Any time we travel back, we try to fit in visits
with everyone in our immediate family. It always feels bizarre going back home
when we’ve been away for months at a time. Things change so quickly! Swainsboro has an EnMarket now? Really!? That would have been handy when I was
there!” Trey said with a laugh.
On a more serious note about home, he says the most difficult part of
leaving Swainsboro was leaving the family he comes home to visit. Being around
them his entire life and suddenly moving hundreds of miles away was tough, but
Trey couldn’t let it stop him from doing what was best for him and his family.
Now that they’re settled in, the son of Melinda Jones, Tony Cox, and
Timmy Cox has set his eyes on the future. “I hope to continue to grow in my
career. I would like to keep rising up the ladder in the federal government. As I
mentioned, it is such an honor to feel like the work I’m doing is making a difference. Now more than ever, the U.S. government needs employees who put their
responsibilities to the country first in their professions. It is my goal to do just
that and to continue growing as a civil servant.”
To anyone on the fence about leaving Emanuel, Trey’s advice is simple:
do it. The concept can seem daunting, especially if family is a factor, but if moving to a new area will enable you to grow personally and/or professionally, he
encourages you to take the risk. If you decide to return one day, home will still be
here. Opportunities to grow, on the other hand, might be limited.
To his family and friends here at home, he’s got a supportive message
for you as well: “To those of you who are loyal to Emanuel County and intend to
stay, that’s great and respectable. People like you are super important to Emanuel County’s communities, so it would be hugely beneficial for you to do anything
you can to make the life of your peers and fellow citizens better. The only way
Emanuel County can continue to be a great place to live is if you help work to improve it. As seen in the run for Emanuel County Sheriff, running for office is the
greatest thing you can do for your community to make a difference. Do whatever
you can to help improve your way of life!”
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